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SECONDARY HOMEMAKING STUDTS' ATTITUDES 
TOWARDS SELF-DIRECTIVE LEARNING EXPERIENCES 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to lead a happy and a auocesstul life, a per- 

eon needs to be able to set his goals in lite and direct 

his activities in such n way es to accomplish these goals, 

as nearly as is humanly possible in a day and age when many 

outside Thotors deternilne an individual'a destiny. The ma- 

ture person must be self-directive to have a full and crea- 

tive life. This quality of self-direction is not an inher- 

ent trait but a learned process. Since schools may be very 

powerful in the development of self-direction, it seems of 

value for the home economics educator to find ways in which 

sohools can help develop this quality. 

Purpose of the Study 

This problu was based on the premise that students 

grow towards maturity 1f they ere surrounded by an attiios- 

phere created by people willing to help them grow in respon- 

sibility for their own aotions. In order to contribute to 

an understanding of teaching students to be self-directive, 

this thesis attempts to answer two questions: 

r' 
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1. What are some criteria whioh homemaking teachers 
can u8e to select learning experlenoes to help 
students become self-directive? 

2. What attitudes do high school homemaking students 
have towards the kinds of learning experiences 
which should help them develop some ability to be 
self-directive? 

The answer to the first question was derived from set- 

ting up tentative criteria bsod on educational literature 

and then having these criteria checked by home economists. 

The second question was answered by having high school 

students check a device which was tormulated to illustrate 

the criteria in terms of school experiences. 

Limitations of the Problem 

This study was limited in the following ways: 

1. The data for answering the esoond question in the 
study were collected by means of the questionnaire 
method. 

2. The sampling was confined to senior girls who were 
taking homemaking in classes at junior and/or 
senior level in 20 schools In the state of Oregon. 
These junior and senior classes may or may not have 
the prerequisite of two years of high school home- 
;naking. 

3. The findings of this p.iestionnaire can only be 
applied to this particular group which may or may 
not be a representative sample of Oregon high school 
homemaking classes. 
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Definition of Terme 

Throughout this etudy five terme were used frequently-- 

attitudes, beliefs, believe, criterion, learning experience, 

and seif-direotiTe. The writer used the meaning of these 

words a8 they were found in Webster's New Collegiate Dio- 

tionary (12) and in the Dictionary of duoation (5) and 

adapted these meanings for use in this study. 

Attitudes: The Dictionary of Education defines "atti- 

tude" as "a reediness to reot towards or against some sit- 

uation, person, or thing, in a particular manner, for exam- 

pie, with love or hete or fear or resentment, to be a per- 

tioular degree of lnten5lty." (5, p.48) This writer will 

use the term "attitude" as meaning a person's renotlon to- 

wards or against a certain situation, person, or thing. 

Beliefs: "Belief" is defined in the Dictionary of 

Education as "the acceptance of a proposition as true or oi 

a situation or object as actually existent." (5, p.57) In 

this study the word "telief" was defined as accepting a 

proposition to be true. The words "attitudes" and "beliefs" 

will be used interchangeably because whereas "attitude" de- 

notes action, the word "belief" also implies action. The 

words "believe" and "belief" were used. throughout the ques- 

tionnaire. 
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Believe: ebster defines the verb "be1ieve' as mean- 

Ing "to think; to judge." (12, p.?9) In this etudy the 

verb "believe" will mean to think about or judge a oertain 

situation, person, or thing. 

Criterion: Webster's diotlonary defines "criterion'1 

as "A standerd ot judging; a rule or test by whiob anything 

la tried in tormin a oorreot judnent respecting it." 

(12, p.19?) In this study the writer used the word "onto- 

non" ea being a standard by which learning experiences can 

be judged. 

Learning Experience: The Dictionary of Education de- 

fines a "learning experience" as "a purposeful aotivlty 

that hes meaning to students at their develouental level, 

carried throxgh to completion and evaluated." (5, p.214) 

This is the definition to be used bere. 

Self-directive: The definition for the word "direct" 

is given in webster's diotionary as "1. Serving or quali- 

fled to direot. 2. Amenable to direction. 3. Serving to 

point direction. 4. To point out to (one) the right way or 

road. 5. To regulate the activities or course of; speoit.1 

to govern or control; to give guidance to." (12, p.234) 

"Self" Is defined as "having Its o*n on a single 

nature or oharacter...a being in the relations to its own 

identity. Personal interest or advantage." (12, p.767) 



Putting these two words together would result in the 

word "self-directive" being defined as the personal regula- 

tion of activities tor the individual's weitere and for the 

welfare of the group. 

Method of Procedure 

In order for teechers to help students develop the 

quality of self-direction, some guides need to be found. 

To help accomplish this task, it wee decided to formulate 

a list of criteria whloh teachers could use In setting up 

learning experiences that would move their students in the 

direction of becoming self-directive. 

Criteria to be Used by Homemaking Teachers 

A list of criteria which seemed necessary for the de- 

velopment of self-directive students was formulated and the 

criteria were combined into the five groupings which are 

given below. 

1. AdmInistrative Organization Related to the Homemak- 

inß Department: This group includes those oriterie 

whioh heve to do with the executive planning and 

management of the homemaking department. 

2. Learning Climate in the Homemaking Department: 

This group includes those criteria which describe 



classroom atmosphere conducive to self-direction 

in students. 

3. Beliefs of the Homemaking Teacher: This group in- 

cludes self-directive learning experienoes which 

homemaking teachers accept as being true. 

4. Group-Individual Relationships within the Honeinak- 

ing Class: This group includes those criteria con- 

cerned wIth the Individual student's relationship 

with the teacher and the rest of the class. 

6. The Emphasis on Teaching Homemaking Students to 

Think Effectively: This group includes those ori- 

tena which stress the imtortanoe of effective 

thinking for self-directive students in order to 

realize problems that ere present and to be able to 

solve them. 

j.fter the topic headings of the criteria were decided upon, 

the criteria were studied and categorized under the correct 

title. 

Evaluation of Criteria 

A jury of judges oomposed of 15 Home 1oonomios Eduoa- 

tionists was chosen to evaluate this list of oriteria by 

checking a device which showed whether or not the judge be- 

lloved each statement In the list was or was not e criterion 

for helping a student to be self-directive. These 15 
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educationists included some present graduate students and 

faculty in the School of Home Economics and Sohool of Edu- 

cation, Oregon State University, along with p8st graduate 

students and the State Supervisors of Homemaking Education 

in Oregon. 

k letter was prepared to accompany this evaluative 

device, This letter explained how these criteria were 

formed and the reason why they were formulated. It asked 
that suggestions or oritioisms be made with regard to addi- 

tions or deletions, questioning of clarity, or rewording, 

and most important by far, their reactions as to whether or 

not each statement wee a criterion. After evaluating the 

oriteria listed, the judge was asked to list any criterion 
she believed 5hould be inoluded in the list and to give the 

category under which it should be stated. Other comments 

that the judge might wish to make were requested. 

Upon the return of these criteria, they were again 

thoroughly studied in view of the answers given by the jury 

of judges; and e revised list of criteria was made. Be- 

cause so very few changes in the list were suggested, these 

criteria were accepted with very few minor changes and with- 

out having a larger group react to them. 



Determining Students' Attitudes Towards Seif-Direotive 
en oes 

The writer then prepared a device to find the atti- 

tudes that high school students had towards the kinds of 

learning experiences which should help them develop some 

ability to be Belt-directive. 

It was decided that each criterion should have two 

illustrations of learning experiences for students to 

answer. It the student answered 'yes" to ttie first illus- 

tration, this would indicate going towards self-direction. 

In the second illustration a ryes answer would indicate 

little or no de8ire to be self-directive. These illustra- 

tions were gathered from classroom practices which the 

writer had observed in the past and believed fit the situa- 

tion. In this device the studente would be asked to answer 

"yes" or "no" a000rding to what they believed about eaoh 

statement. In this way the writer could determine the 

attitudes that students have towards learning experiences 

which help them develop some ability to be self-directive. 

After these illustrations were decided upon, a trial 

run was made of the device. The people included in this 

trial run primarily consisted of high school teachers and 

home economics educators. Most of them had been sent the 

criteria to be evaluated, BO they were familiar with the 

study. 



The letter (Appendix A) whioh accompanied the trial 

run ot thi8 device defined the purpose of the device as one 

to determine studente' attitudes towards aonio activities 

which might be considered as helping students become self- 

directive. The people were asked to evaluate the devioe by 

checking whether each statement would or would not show 

self-direction. They were also asked whether or not esoh 

statement described the criterion. For convenience in 

checking the illustrations, a list of the criteria was in- 

cluded. 

The results from this device indicated the need for 

many changes. New illustrations were developed and the 

wording of many of the original illustrations was changed. 

On the questionnaire (appendix ) to be used by the 

students, these illustrations did not appear in the same 

order that they did when they were sent on the trial run. 

The numbers of the 32 illustrations were written on pieces 

of paper, folded, put into a bowl, and then drawn out one 

at a time. This determined the random order of the stete- 

menta as they appeared on the questionnaire that the stu- 

dents answered. 

The directions written on the questionnaire asked that 

the students place a check mark in the space which they be- 

lieved better answered the question. The students were 

told to check the list as they believed regardless of 
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whether or not the item could be done or was done in their 

school. The directions indicated that there was no right 

or wrong answer to any of the questions and that it was tin- 

portant to answer all questione. 

Students answering the questionnaire were asked to In- 

dioste how many yesre they had enrolled in homemaking and 

their future plane after high school. The questionnaire 

provided a space for free response of the f irt Item and 

for the second, three items were listed to be checked. 

These were titled 1. School (nursing, beauty, business, 

college); 2. Married by September 1962; 3. Work. 

Requests were sent (Appendix A) to 30 homemakIng teach- 

ers in Oregon asking them it they would have their students 

fill out a questionnaire. This letter explained that the 

questionnaire was designed to determine students' attitudes 

towards some activities which might be considered as help- 

Ing students become self-directive. The letter said that 

it would take no more than 15 mInutes for the students to 

answer the questionnaire. The recipients of this letter 

were asked to answer "yes" or "no" to two questions-- 

1. I will be glad to have my olnsses participate, 2. The 

administrator of the school bas iven his permission for us 

to pertloipate in this study. The teachers were also asked 

what number of questionnaires were needed for each senior 

girl in the advanced homemaking olees to have one. 
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Anawers were received from 22 teaohers and only two 

of them said that they could not participate In the study 

beoause they did not heve an advnnoed homemaking class. 

Eight teQohers did not answer the letter, and it was learned 

that one of these teohers did not have an advanced homemak- 

Ing Ol883. The total nmiber of questIonnaIres (Appendix k) 

and the letter of directions (Appendix A) were mailed. 

This letter of directions to the teachers asked that the 

students put a oheok mark in the "yes" space or the "no" 

space in the left hand margin before each question. Since 

30m, items night not apply to every school, the studente 

iere to be instructed to answer each statement according to 

what they believed should be done and not necessarily what 

was being done. The importance for the students to answer 

all questions on the questlonnRlre and that they should not 

be allowed to discuss the questions before answering them 

was emphasized. The individual's attitudes ratner than the 

group's attitudes about each itttement were desired. Be- 

cause the students might hesitate to answer some of the 

questions truthfully if the teRoher reAd the enswers, lt 

wee suggested that student volunteer be asked to collect 

the papers and seal them in the enclosed envelope. 

The 20 teachers who had their students pertloipete In 

this study returned 383 of the 450 questionnaires that they 

had asked for. It was found that 30 of these 383 
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questionnaires could not be used because they either were 

not complete or had been answered In such a way as to make 

them Irregular. For example, several students answered both 

"yes" and "no" or answered down the center between the "yes" 

and "no" columns. 

This study le based on the data gained from compiling 

the results of these 353 usable questionnaires. 

Smary 

The criteria to be used by the homemaking teaoher were 

formulated and 8 jury of judges evaluated them. The writer 

prepared a questionnaire to determina students' attitudes 

towards self-directive learning experiences, and 20 teachers 

gave these questionnaires to their senior girls In advanced 

homemaking. The 353 usable questionnaires which were re- 

turned formed the basis for analyzing students' attitudes 

towards self-directive learning experiences. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Most of the literature concerning the tenchin,g of high 

school students to be self-directive is written in general 

terms about all areas of high 8011001 subjeot matter or sub- 

jest matter fields other than home economics. In spite of 

this fact, home economics teachers have been interested in 

and attempting to teach their students to be self-directive. 

The writer believes that most of the literature in 

this field falls under five categories whloh she has stated 

in terms of the area of home economics. These five premises 

have become the framework for this review of literature, for 

the criteria which grew out of reviewing the literature and 

for the analysis of date. 

1. The administrative organization of the school 
system affeots the extent to which a homemaking 
teacher may allow students to be self-directive. 

2. The learning climate in the homemaking depart- 
ment itself, regardless of the administrative 
organization of the school system, determines 
the extent to which students are able to become 
self-directive. 

3. The homemaking teacher affects the students' 
desires to be self-directive by the methods of 
teaching she uses and her relationship with 
students. 

4. The rel8tionships betv:een individual studentB, 
and between Individual students and the group 
determine the ability of each student of the 
group to become self-directive. 
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5. Learning to think effectively is essential 
in order to learn to be self-directive. 

These five premises have been restated in topical form 

In order that they may beoome the major considerations for 

this review of literature. 

Administrative Organization 
Related to the Homemaking Depertment 

Executive planning and management may affect the self- 

directive development of the students In a school. It is 

the planning and management of the school policies and the 

physical environment which allow this self-direction in 

students. 

The Dictionary of Education defines "administrative 

organization" as "(1) the scheme or plan used In the assign- 

ment of duties and responsibilities and the determination 

of staff relationships so that all phases of operating a 

school system may be efficiently managed, produce maximum 

results in meeting educational objectives and re8ult in 

optimum personnel relationships; (2) the personnel reepon- 

sible for the management and the direction of the affairs 

of a school or school system, regarded collectively." (5, 

p.15) 

This definition points out that administrative organi- 

zation includes the entire planning end management of the 

school which is done by the school administrators. These 
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educators are responsible for planning and directing all 

of the affairs of their school systems. Duties and respon- 

sibilities need to be assigned to the staff, and relation- 

ships between staff members should be determined. Adminis- 

trative organization is the term for the over-all executive 

management of the school. 

It has been said that 

education Is the process of making and 
preventing changes In htuan beings. These 
changes ere made in individuals. The proc- 
ese of making these ohanges is to adjust 
the individual to certain phases of his en- 

virorunent and to give the individual the 
power to change the environment in such a 
way as to meet his need. (6, p.50-51) 

The administrative organization of the school and of 

the homemaking departuent set the environment In which the 

student is placad to learn. The term, administrative organ- 

ization of a school, in its broadest sense should not only 

include the physical environment of the school itself, the 

room plan of the homemaking department, and also the equIp- 

mont end resources available but more importantly, this 

environment includes the policies set down by the school 

bonrd, the building prinoipel, and the classroom teachers. 

It homemaking teachers believe in students being self- 

directive, they probably will want to rollow, as closely as 

the administrative organization of the school will allow, 

Knowles' belief that 
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In order that problems be problema to 
the learner, it is sinitiosnt that the 
goals of the broad learning que8t be set 
by the learner. It is also significant 
that the learner participates in the or- 
ganization of the total learning situa- 
tion. (7, p.60) 

Homemaking students can gain in self-direction by 

helping to set the goals for their homemaking classes, 

suggesting ways of accomplishing these goals, discovering 

end using resources to accomplish the goals, and helping to 

evaluate how nearly the goals were reached. These self- 

directive actions of students1 however, need to be approved 

by the school administrative personnel. 

Jones (6, p.50-51) recognizes the tact that students 

are in the midst of an environment of physioal objects and 

physical forces and that other human beings known as soci- 

ety are included in this environment. He also recognizes 

that students should have the power to change this environ- 

ment to fit their needs. This power to change entails being 

able to make choices. 

Students may make choices and partiolpate in the organ- 

ization of the learning situation only it the physical en- 

vironment permits them to do so. Students oannot plan to 

select and purchase the grooeries for use in the homemaking 

department kitchens it there is no grocery store conven- 

lently located to the school. Likewise, students cannot 

choose the grocery store at which they need to shop if they 
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come and go on buges. These, of course, are not only ad- 

ministrative policies but realities of the framework in 

which present day schools operate. Administrative plans 

for school purchases limit such activity of students. Such 

methods might be buying by requi8ition only, telephoning in 

school orders, or not providing teachers the time to take 

students shopping. 

A multl-teaoher department can limit choices with re- 

gard to units to be studied and space to be used. Students 

cannot elect to study yeast bread and plan to bake bread in 

the homemaking kitohen8 if another class is preparing meals 

at that time. The space and equiznent provided In e home- 

making department limit the number of students who can use 

it at one time. 

Tyler (10), in speaking of conditions that are etfec- 

tive for learning, realizes the need for adequate and appro- 

priate materials. Students learn to use a verlety of re- 

sources only when a variety are provided and the teacher 

along with the administration allows them to be used. If 

the teacher always assigns specific pages to read in a 

given text in order to study a certain subject, the student 

15 not apt to learn to u8e other references which would 

give additional information on the same subject. The stu- 

dent cannot learn to use a wide variety of resources if 

there are only a limited amount available. Learning to use 
j 
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many kinds of resouroe may be ffooted by the audio viaual 

81d8 that the sohool provides, the field trip opportunities 

whioh a ooninunity provides and wliioh the school allows, and 

the items whioh looal atores will allow a sohool to borrow 

and the school's policy about borrowing suoh items. 

There are three entena which are important to the 

administrative organization as related to the homemaking 

department. These are 

1. The student prtioipates in the organization of 
the learning situation. 

2. The student is provided a physical environment 
which allows opportunities to make choices. 

3. The student learns to use a variety of resources. 

Learning Climate in the Homnaking Department 

Webater's diotionry defines "olimate' as "the trend 

of fundamental concepts and attitudes pervading a community, 

nation, or era.' (12, p.l54) The learning climate in the 

homemaking department Is the atmosphere in the classroom 

which is conducive to helping a student grow towards inatu- 

rity. This atmosphere is reflected by the attitudes of the 

teachers and administrators towards their students and the 

process by which learning is to take place in the class- 

room. 

It is noted that 
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Much of what the school does will be done 
as a result of the type of emotional cli- 
mate or atmosphere that is provided or 
developed within the classroom, in the 
counselor's office and in other areas where 
groupa of students are brought together 
under the supervision of a person charged 
with the responsibility for their growth. 
Since it is in the classroom that students 
spend most of their school life, however, 
it is the classroom which bears the major 
responsibility for creating the environment 
where healthy emotional growth and maximum 
intellectual growth can occur. (2, p.95) 

This learninß climate may be either conducive to self- 

direction or it can hinder self-direction. The atmospnere 

may be one in which students feel tree to help decide what 

will be studied in their homiaking oleases, or it may be 
one in which students fear to suggest subjects which they 

wish to study individually or which they wish the class 

could study. This atmosphere is depicted in the way te&ch- 

ers act, by the facial expre3sionß they use, by what they 

say and the way in which they say it, in the methods of 

teaching they use, and by the way they interaot with their 

students and the relationships that are formed. 

If students ere to feel. free to participate in deci- 

slons about the organization of their learning environment, 

they need to reel that they can make errors without harmful 

consequences. Teachers may consciously or unconsciously 

influence students' feelings about problem solving by the 

effect of grades on the situation, or by showing die- 

approval--a look on the face, a tone of voice, a gesture, 
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or a oholoe ot words. When atudents attempt to solve prob- 

lerne by trying out alternative solutions, they are apt to 

make errors. They gill find some solutions to problems 

work better than others. The students may not explore 

these alternative solutions to problems it they tear that 
harmful oonsequenoes will result. 

Students need to be given many opportunities to make 

choloes. An example might be the student who tries to 

solve the problem of finding her best way to put her hem in 

her skirt. If the teecher accepts only one kind of hen es 

being of good quality, the student will not try other meth- 

ods of putting in a hem. If trie tesoner approves of liffer- 

ent students trying out different ways, then the students 

feel secure in exploring alternative solutions to other 

problems. The students should feel funotional freedom in 

the olcssroom, and they should be unafraid to disagree with 

the teacher's or group's policies or values. (9) 

Students oem learn from their mistakes if they ere not 

made to feel that they have failed beoauee what they have 

done is not "right" in the teacher's eyes. 

In a supportive clessroo environnent 
one can afford to make mistakes; he can 
afford to try. He can afford to take 
part in class discussions; to put forth 
a tent3tiv3 ensiver; to advance a proposal 
for the solution of a problem. He oan 
afford to be a part or a group which hes 
for its goal exploring these ideEs and 
possible solutions to problems. (2, p.92) 
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Teaoliers are responsible for setting up this supportive 

classroom environment for the Btudent8. In s supportive 

environment teachers will allow their students to make mis- 

tikes, beosuse they realize thet people often learn the 

most under Buch circumstances. When teachers have this 

kind of attitude about niistakes, students will feel free to 

try things out and accept their mistEkes as learning experl- 

enoes rather than failures. For example, the students will 

express their idees in class if they think that the teach- 

ers will accept them as a contribution to be considered by 

the clase. When the students' suggestions are passed off 

as unworthy to even be considered, teachers will find that 

they hesitate to express themselves. 

Instead of supplying a supportive climate, teachers 

often cause anxiety In their students by applying pressure 

to the learning situation. More would be accomplished by 

teachers utilizing the motivtion that is within their stu- 

dents. (2) A greater degree of satisfaction is gained 

from learning when the students learn because they are 

motivated from within. The students who recite beck what 

teachers expect them to because they are compelled by out- 

side forces gain little setifection; and if knowledge is 

gained, it may soon be forgotten or seldom be used. 

All people hesitate to admit being ignorant and stu- 

dents feel the sanie way. Students fear to admit that they 
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do not know something, yet lt 18 iniportant for teohers to 

realize this so thst these subjects may be studied. If the 

students fear to admit their lack of knowledge, how will 

tesohers know what to teaoh? *aetjen (11) points out that 

teachers 8hould present lessons 80 that the students are 

not insecure in admitting that they do not know soiethlng. 

Only when studenta reoognlze and express their need for 

greeter understanding will the teeohers be able to renily 

help. An example Is the high school etudent who doea not 

reelly understand how her 'body is growing and developing. 

As the girl reelizes how limited her knowledge Is about the 

8ubjeot of body development, she may want to ask questions 

to satisfy her ourloelty. Sometimes the girl hesitates to 

sk suah questions because she does not want to admit how 

little she really knows about this subjeot, or she may hes- 

Itate to ask because the climate in the classroom tends to 

restrain such questions. 

Teacher-made tests provide one way to measure luiowi- 

edge about a subject, but the test results may not be valid. 

Veetjen (11) states that performance and anxiety have a 

oorrelatlon. small amount of anxiety may be of help to 

studente, but Vaetjen (il) points out that the greater the 

anxiety is, the lower the performance will be. Adults may 

not realize when children have anxiety because they try to 

hide it. Certainly teachers should strive to eliminate 
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anxiety from the olassrooni situe3tion If students are to be- 

oorne 8elf-dlreotive inte11d of trying to sìt1fy teachers. 

Lessons, assIgnments, end pro jeots whloh show atu- 

dente to make choices help theta to become seif-direotive. 

Meking cho1oe enteils being allowed to make decisions. 

The isteke thet meriy schools make is thet students, es 

they progress through school, are allowed to make fewer and 

fewer oholoes and decisions. This point is emphesized by 

the statement 

children ere given the greatest oppor- 
tunity to make decisions when they are 
least able, from the standpoint of expe- 
rience, to nicke them. Succeeding school 
yeer, instead of increasing opportunities 
for choice, prescribe more and more the 
children's learning experlenoe5. Too often 
the attitude of the sohool seems to move 
from the 'Let's find out' in primary class- 
rooms to en exolusive 'What are the facts?' 
concern in the upper school grades. (2, 

p.87) 

Some teachers think thct students are incapable of 

choosing activities whioh ere good for them; however, Combs 

oontends that 

Students will select what Is good for 
their growth if they have e. wide enough 
field of experiences and the opportunity 
to do so. This means more than the 
opportunity to elect a course, a club or 
notivity. Opportunities will have to be 
oerried Into every aspect of the classroom 
so that tho currioulimi oomes truly alive. 
It means freedom from threats, rewards and 
punishments developed to move the student 
toward the school's goals tor him. It 

means a classroom environnent and a school 
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atmosphere in which the student feels 
free to have his own idees and express 
himself, to explore whet he basloally 
is and make his own selection of the 
stuff of growth in terms of what he 
finds. (z, p.90) 

The goals ot u school muat be ourefully planned to 

meet the needs of the studeziis. If the soho1 be1ieve in 

students beoomin self-directive, opportunities should be 
given the tudent to help plan their own curriculum. In 

order for students to be able to do this, they must explore 

end find out more about themselves nd realize whioh learn- 

ing experiences will best help thei grow towards maturity. 

Jones states 

In an investigation recently conducted, 
some of the most brilliant high school 
students frankly stated thit, in their 
opinion, teachers interfere with their 
study, and were a hindrunce rather than 
a help. 6, p.1l5-ll&) 

Undoubtedly these students had a desire to learn and the 

understanding of ihat they needed to learn, but they lacked 

the olimte conducive to learning. 

From the literature which wee reviewed the writer 

evolved two criteria whioh are importent to the learning 

climate in the homemaking department. These criteria are 

1. The student feels free of anxiety or fear. 

2. The student feels freedom in his learning 
environment to make choices. 
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Beliefs of the Homemaking Teacher 

The beliefs of the homemaking teaoher are those propo- 

sitions whioh she aooepts as being true. These beliefs are 

important in helping students become seif-direotive. 

Seif-direotive students must see the relationship be- 

tween their goals and the way they are going to accomplish 

them. They gain incentive through understanding the corre- 

lation between e task and a goal. They do not mind working 

if 8uoh work helps them attain the desired results. Glepp 

states, Pup1ls should be conscious of the relationship be- 

tween each task and the realization of a larger purpose.' 

(1, p.2) 

V.aet jan says 

nother motivational difficulty in 
current education practices would be 
that Incentives gain power primarily 
through the authority of the teacher 
rather than through the direct reis- 
tionship between the task and goals 
of the learner. There is a constant 
external agent of gratification. It 
would be foolhardy indeed to antioipate 
that in another situation, outside the 
school, where the teacher is absent, 
the same motives would be operating. 
(il, p.28) 

Students who leen heavily upon their teachers to n[otl- 

vate them cannot become self-directive. They need to learn 

to motivate themselves through an interest in a000mplishing 

personal goals. Neither can students become self-directive 
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if they can gain satisfaction for jobs well done only when 

they get approval from their teachers. s adults, present 

day students will not always get recognition for a job well 

done. Teachers need to prepare their students for the fu- 

turo end not just for the present. Then too, people need 

to gain self-satisfaction for oompleting those jobs which 

no one else may ever realize were done, consequently stu- 

dents need to bern to gain self-gratification in accom- 

plishing tasks which fulfill personal goals. 

Tyler says 

Behavior that is satisfying to the 
person carrying lt on tends to remain 
with him, become part of him, and In 
that sense la learned, while that which 
is dissatisfying or painful tends to be 
blotted out. (10) 

This points to the tact that If knowledge learned le to be 

retained, goals must be made which are of personal value to 

the students and which give personal gratification. 

From these concepts, two criteria which are important 

to the beliefs of the homemaking teacher in helping her 

students become self-directive ere evolved. These criteria 

are 

1. The student gaina incentive through seeing a 

direct relationship between a task and his 
go el. 

2. The student receives self-gratification in 
accomplishing a task whioh fulfills e personal 
go a 1. 
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Group-Individual Relat1onehp 
Within the Homemaking Class 

"Group-individual relationships" means the way people 

in a group react to each other in a harmonious workable 

unit and also the way each individual reels as a member ot 

e wilt end as an Individuel apart from the unit. In this 

study one assumes a unit to be a olees and an individual 

member, e student. 

A oleas needs to function as a unit but at the same 

time allow for the Individual needs of each student. . 

teacher should consider each individual in the group and 

not just think of the group en masse. De'ey (3) says that 

school rooms are set up to accommodate the messes which 

then hinders the development of the Individual. He further 

states that 

...&nother thing that Is suggested by 
these sohool rooms with their set desks 
Is that everything Is arranged for hand- 
ling as large numbers of children as 
possible; for dealing with children en 
masse, as an aggregate of units; Involving, 
again, that they be treated passively. 
The moment children act, they individualize 
themselves; they cease to be e masa end 
become the Intensely distinctive being 
that we are acquainted with out of school, 
in the home, the family, on the playground, 
and in the neighborhood. (3, p.32-33) 

If administrators, parents and teachers wish to help the 

Individual develop as well as promote group relationships 

in the homemaking classroom, then the department needs to 
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be physically set up to do this. Teachers should be able 

to move the furnishings and equipment so that group activ- 

ities can take place or so that individual activity is 

possible. 

In order for students to feel they are members of a 

group and at the seme time feel they are d1tinot individu- 

als in the group, there must be good lines of communication. 

The students should feel free to communicate their personal 

needs and ideas to the group. Individuals need to be free 

to disagree with the group it they so desire. This self- 

expression of students should allow them to communicate 

their idees to the group but not allow them to dominate the 

group. 

Teachers work towards br1ning about changes in their 

pupils. These changes do not occur in all pupils at the 

sante time, nor in the seme way, nor in the seine amounts. 

(6) Each student Is different rrom every other student. 

Because of this individuality, teachers need to think of a 

group as a collection of individuals and they should plan 

class eotivlties to satisfy the needs of the individuals es 

they work within the group. (9) Not only should teachers 

realize that these differences exist within the group, but 

so should the students. The class should pien its goals, 

keeping these differences in mind. aetjen (11) says that 
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a class must realize that one of the most important group 

goals Is to faoilitte the leernin of all members. 

Combs reinforces this idea by contributing 

A teacher is not e director or coercer, 
but a situation provider; a kind of 
friendly representative of society, 
skilled in understanding people and able 
to crecte situations that set them free 
to become the very best they can. (2, 
p.90) 

This writer believes that teechers bave an obligation to 

provide situations from which students can learn and to 

guide students into realizing the learning experiences that 

oen be gained. The best learning situations are those 

which help students want to grow towards maturity. 

Ciapp (1) describes successful teachers as those real- 

izing that pupils learn only by their own efforts but who 

can secure and direct students to make maximum effort. 

Teachers cannot force students to learn; students must feel 

the need for learning end going about this task themselves. 

Teaching a subject does not mean that Btudents have learned 

the subject, it only means the material Is there to be 

learned If the students want to learn lt end realize the 

importance for knowing it. In helping students learn, 

teachers should act as guides rether than as authoritariana. 

students who have no guidance my be apt to flounder and 

may have little or no feeling of direction. In the cese of 

more difficult complex tasks they are apt to give up before 
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they have e ohanoe to 8uoceed. It is not easy to guide the 

efforts of students as they work with oomplex problems. 

(10) The tendency is strong to either have teacher- 

dominance or student-dominance rather than to set a struc- 

tured framework in which students can use self-direction to 

attain their goals. 

Dewey describes authoritarian teachers end tells how 

they may have beoome that way. 

Teachers--and this holds especially of 
the stronger and better teaoners--tend 
to rely upon their personal strong points 
to hold a child to his work, and thereby 
to substitute their personal lntluenoe 
for that of subject-matter as a motive 
for study. The teacher finds by experience 
that his own personality is often effective 
where the power of the subject to command 
attention is almost nil; then he utilizes 
the former more and more, until the pupil's 
relation to the teacher almost takes tue 
place of his relation to the subject. In 
this way the teacher's personality may be- 
come a source of personal dependence and 
weakness, an influence that renders the 
pupil indifferent to the value of the sub- 
ject for its own sake. (4, p.49-50) 

Personal influence from teoohers can help to enthuse or de- 

press students. This personal influence is a part of the 

learning climate. The climate may be such that students 

become so intent upon pleasing their teachers that they 

only pursue those areas that are suggested by their teach- 

ers. Students must desire to Learn about a subject and set 
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up aotiyltieß from which they oan learn if they ere to be 

self-directive. Dewey sûye 

The oper8tlon of the teacher's own 
mental habits tends, unless oarefully 
watched end guided, to make a child a 
student of the teacher's peculiarities 
rather than of the subjects that he is 

supposed to study. His chief concern 
is to accommodate him8elf to what the 
teacher expects of him, rether than to 
devote himself energetically to the 
problems of subject-matter. 'Is this 
right?' comes to meen 'Will this answer 
or this process satisfy the teacher?'-- 
instead of meaning, 'Does lt satisfy the 
inherent conditions of the problem?' 
(4, p.49-50) 

Students should learn because they desire to grow toward 

maturation rather than because they want to pleese their 

teachers. It is a greet responsibility for the teechers to 

see that students are not hindered from becoming self- 

directive because of the authoritarian personality of their 

teachers. 

From the literature which was reviewed in this study, 

the writer evolved three criteria which are Important to 

the group-individual relationships within the homemaking 

class. These criteria are 

1. The student feels free to communicate his 
needs with those in his group. 

2. The student feels he is a part of the group 
but alsó feels he is s distinct individual. 

3. The student goes ahead by himself with 
learning activities with teacher guidance 
rather than teacher leadership. 
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The Emphasla on Teaohin8 
Ing Students to Think Erfeotivel 

In order for a student to becoints seif-direotive he 

must be b1e to think effectively. To think effectively 

me8ns to be able to reeson out problems In such a way as to 

produce results desired by the student in a000rdauoe with 

the society within which he lives. Students cannot hope to 

adequately direQt their on actions or solve their own 

problems unless they aou1re the ability to think effea- 

tively. 

There are many terms connected with the word "think- 

jgP? being ueI todey. Sorüe of these teri are 

Thinking effectively 
Critloal thinking 
CreatIve thinking 
Problem solving 
Solentific method 

There heve been books written on these end much discussion 

was given to this by the Eduoetion Policies Comrnls3Ion lest 

spring. They recommended that this become the major coal 

of educati3n. 

This study is concerned with self-direction in stu- 

dents. before students cn be soif-directive1 
they must be 

able to plan their c3urse of action end this enteils think- 

Ing. They will need to think In such e way as to produce 

results which etIsfy themselves end ciao fit into the 

society in which they live. Eeoh student is just one 
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indiidua1 in a society, and he needs to be aware of how 

his actions may affect other people. 

In order for 8tudents to think effeotively and produce 

the desired re8ults, they must employ systems of thinking. 

They must think critically about things and not just accept 

something at "fece value". They should be able to be crea- 

tive in their thinking so es to produce new and different 

results. They need to be able to apply the problem solving 

technique and the scientific method in order to find solu- 

tions to new problems. 

Students who ere seif-direotive in the classroom must 

be able to recognize problems that are present in e partie- 

uler subject matter eres e.id to think creatively about 

those problems In order to apply the problem solving ineth- 

ods. Whiting clesoribes creative thinking as 

That mental process in which past 
experience is combined and recombined, 
frequently with some distortion in 
such a fashion that one comes up with 
new patterns, new configurations, and 

new arrangements. (13, p.2) 

There re three steps to creative thinking: 1. satu- 

ration, 2. incubatIon, and . illumination. (13) When 

trying to think creatively about a subject, students need 

to find all there is to know about the subject. Reading 

about the subject or listening to someone tell about it is 

not enough; the accumulation of knowledge about the subject 

Is just the strt. This knowledge must be culled over and 
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thought about over a period of time. Eventually these 

thoughts may combine into an order which makes s new crea- 

tive idea. 

In order for students to reoognlze problems, surely 

these students must have some curiosity as to what is going 

on around them. This onriosity should include the covert 

as well es the overt. Dewey says 

An inert mind welts, es lt were, for 
experiences to be imperiously torced 
upon it...the curious mind la constantly 
alert and explorin, seeking material 
for thought, as a vigorous and healthy 
body la on the qui vive for nutriment. 
(4, p.30-31) 

The explorin,g mind is a curious mind, and .vlthout this 

curiosity students would not even realize a problem existed. 

Teohers are responsible for troiislng this ourlosity. They 

need to give students aomethin to be curious about. Many 

times teachers do not arouse curiosity within their stu- 

dents because they are too busy purveying faot8 end cUs- 

pensing knowledge, in the form of minute facts whloh must be 

given back to the teacher In rote fashion. Knowledge can, 

however, be purveyed in such a manner as to erouse curios- 

ity. (6) The teaching methods that are used will help to 

determine whether or not the students' ouri.oslty will be 

stimulated. Perheps tue role that teachers play in arous- 

ing curiosity Is best summarized by Dewey. 
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The teaoher hAs usually more to learn 
than to teach. Rarely can he aspire to 
the office of kindling or even inoreaslnp 
lt. His task is rather to keep alive the 
seored spark of wonder end to fan the 
flame that already glows. His problem 18 
to protect the spirit of Inquiry, to keep 
lt from becoming blase from overexcite- 
ment, wooden from routine, fossilized 
through dogmatic Instruction, or dissipated 
by random exeroie upon trivial things. 
(4, p.6-4) 

Students who explore and are curious will find many 

problems that need to be solved. in fot, all during life 

these students wiiJ fiiid tiLe need for being able to solve 

problems. If schools are preparing students to meet their 

future needs, mphasls should be on how to solve new prob- 

lems. 

The suestion 18 made that students should De given 

considerable experience with unorganized materials und en- 

Oouraged to state olearly the problems that arise from them. 

If students learn tas process of how to solve problems, 

they learn f8r more than if they learû the solutions that 

other people have fowid to these same problems. The most 

important learning experience tkit students ca flave is to 

learn a method which enables them to solve their own prob- 

lems. e) 

Problem solving entìls retul1zln tiitre is e problem, 

studying the problem, thinking of alternative solutions to 

tile problem, trying out the solutions to the problem and 
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evaluating eaoh solution to see whioh best fits the situa- 

tion. 

Dewey wrote that 

If the person has some ouaintince witu 
similar situations, if he has dealt with 
riiterial of tne s&iiie sort before, suges- 
tions more or less ept and helpful are 
likely to arise. But unîe there has 
been experience in some degree analogous, 
whioh may xow be represented in im1na- 
tion, confusion remains niere confusion. 
There is nothing upon which to draw in 
order to clarity lt. sven when a child 
or a grown-up) ha a roblei, to urge hi. 

to think when he has no prior experiences 
involving some of the smLÌe oondition, 1 

wholly futile. It the suggestion that 
occurs is at once aocepte, ie h3ve uii- 

critical thlnklnß, the minimum of refleo- 
tion. To turn tìe thiag ovor lxi mlnt, to 

reflect, means to hunt for ad1itlonal evi- 

dence, for na tiat zi1ì develop the 
suggest ion, end will either, es we say 

bear lt out or else mcike obvious its &o 

surdity and irrevelanoe. (4, p.l2l3) 

Past experlenoes and prior knowledge help students to solve 

new probleins because they provide a basic foundation upon 

whioh to build. when pp1ying past experiences to present 

situetions, studts need not ecoept thei t once as the 

absolute answer. These experiences should be critically 

analyzed and studied in order to see how they should be 

ohanged to fit the new problem. 

In helpin students to b000me self-directive it is 

necessary to place an emphasis on teaching homemaking stu- 

dents to think effectively. Six criteria have been evolved 

by this writer whloh seem to fall into this category. 



1. The student reoognizes his own needs and 
problems. 

2. By the use of the problem solving method, 
the student Is able to work out new problems 
for himself. 

3. The student uses a oombination of past expe- 
rienoe plus new learnings to solve problems 
pertaining to seit. 

4. The student develops an awareness to the 
covert as well es the overt things around 
him. 

5. The student has curiosity. 

6. The student uses creative thInkIng in solving 
a problem. 

Summary 

The literature shows thet homemaking teachers who want 

their students to be self-directive must realize the impor- 

tance of 1. the administrative organization related to the 

homemaking department, 2. the learning climate in the home- 

making department, 3. the beliefs of the homemaking teach- 

er, 4. the group-individual relationships within the home- 

making olass, and 5. the emphasis on teaching hoxnnaking 

students to think effectively. 

To help students become self-directive, the adminie- 

trative organization of a school should provide opportunity 

for students to participate in the organization of the 

learning situation, to provide a physical environment which 

allows opportunities for choices, and to provide 
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opportunities for a wide use of resources. The executive 

planning and management of these opportunities help to de- 

velop self-directive students within the school. 

The learning climate in the homemaking department 

facilitates changes in the responses or behaviors of stu- 

dents. Before students can become self-directive they need 

to feel freedom to operate in their own way as they make 

choices. Attitudes pervading in the learning environment 

may either be conducive to self-direction or hinder it. 

Beliefs of homemaking teachers will affect their atu- 

dents. Teachers should help students see a direct rela- 

tionship between their tasks and their goals. In realizing 

this relationship of tfisk to goal they help give their stu- 

dents self-ratificit1on when these tssks tire acoomplished. 

Group-individual relations emphasize the individuals 

which make up a g,roup. Self-directive students need to 

feel tht they are distinct persons in e group with freedom 

to coinmunicete their idetis in a vnriety of ways. They 

should be nble to work with either the group or as individ- 

uds pursuing their own academic Interests. Students reo- 

ognize th8t they require teticher guidence rather than 

teacher leadership. 

To be self-directive, being able to think effectively 

is essentif3l. Recognizing one's own problems and being 

able to solve them entsila one sapeot of being able to 
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think. Teachers play a big rolo in he1p1n students to 

learn to think efteotively. 
Only through the cooperation of students, their par- 

onto, their teachers, and their school administrators all 

working together can students develop seif-dirootlon. 



CHAPTER III 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

This study was made to determine the attitudes of 

senior homemaking students towards some learning experl- 

enoes which help students become self-directive. 

In order to determine these attitudes, this writer 

established criteria which aid in selecting learning expe- 

nonces that help students become self-directive. After 

these criteria were determined and the learning experiences 

formulated, the data for this study were colleoted by use 

of the questionnaire method. 

These data fall into groupIngs, as follows: 

1. Background of participants. 

a. Distribution of participants according to 
high schools. 

b. Nimìber or years enrolled in homemaking by 
participants. 

o. Future plans for participants. 

2. Attitudes of participants towards some self- 
directive learning experiences. 

3. Attitudes of participants who had different 
kinds of future plans. 

4. Attitudes of participants who had been enrolled 
in either one year or four years of homemaking. 

5. Learning experiences that showed less than 67 
per cent of the participants answering "yee 
or "no". 
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The data collected from the questionnaire can only be 

applied to the particular group which answered this ques- 

tionneire. The group used in this study may or may not be 

a representative sample of high school homemaking 01888es. 

There was no attempt to determine this. 

Background of Pertiolpants 

Distribution of Participants According to High Schools 

Table A (Appendix B) lists the names of the 20 Oregon 

schools which participated in this study. The question- 

flaires were given to only senior girls taking homemaking in 

classes at the junior end/or senior level in the8e 20 

schools. 

Four hundred and fifty questionnaires were sent to the 

20 participating schools and 383 were returned, answered. 

The remaining 67 questionnaIres were not returned. Out of 

the 383 which were returned, 353 or 92 per oent were usable. 

The 30 questionnaires whioh were not used either laoked 

answers to some of the stetements or h8d some answers which 

could not be understood. 

All of the questionnaires were usable from 13 of the 

schools and two schools had over 90 per oent of their ques- 

tionnaires usable. Three schools had 80-90 per cent of 

their questionnaires usable, end two schools had 70-79 per 

cent usable questionnaires. 
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Number of TearB nro11ed in Hoinemakin by Participants 

To determino the influence of different ntnnber of 

years of homemaking upon senior students' attitudes towards 

these self-directive learning experienoe$, lt was lportant 

to know the number of yenra whloh students hd been on- 

rolled in homemaking. 

The number of students enrolled in homemaking for one, 

two, three, four, five, or six years were listed according 

to partIcipating schools (Table B, Appendix B). 

Since the questionnaires were filled out In the middle 

of January, the school year 1961-62 was oonsldered as one 

year of homemaking for which studente had enrolled. 

Out of the 353 usable questionnaires, four students 

indicated that they had been enrolled for just one-half 

year, one said she had been enrolled for one and one-half 

yeer3, and one reported that she had been enrolled three 

and one-half years. Instead of making separate categories, 

these six participants were placed in the next category 

above their number of years enrolled in homemaking. For 

example, the four students who reported one-half year of 

homemaking were given credit for one year. 

The questionnaires showed that 15 per cent of the stu- 

dents had been enrolled for one or less years of homemaking 

at the time these questionnaires were filled out; 16 per 

cent had been enrolled one and one-half or two years; 27 
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per cent had been enrol1eI three year5; 35 per cent bad 

been enrolled three and one-half or four years; and six per 

cent had been enrolled five years. Only one per cent had 

been enrolled 811 5&8. 

The one category which had the largest percentage of 

students was the four-year oategory with 35 per cent. The 

one-year category coiib1ned with the to-yenr category 

equalled a total of 31 per cent. Only ven per cent had 

been enrolled for more than four years. 

Out of the 20 sohools participating, six schools had 

8enlor students In their advanced homemaking oleases who 

had been errolle't one year or ie. Tiis showed that there 

were some sohools which have ir1s in advaucod honeznak1ng 

who brive hed rio prior training in a hoiaemaklng class. 

The aaiount of previous training in foria1 homemaking 

olnsses raay have iiiplioatlons for teachers in the ay they 

plan the ßequeAlce of ourr1culuti tor their schools and for 

the adminietrÑtive organization of setting up the olasses. 

Future Plena of Participants 

In ordar to group the prticipants' future plans, the 

students were asked to oheok these items: 1. goIng to 

school next year, 2. getting married shortly after gradua- 

tion, 3. workIng next year, or 4. a combination of these. 

Table C (Appendix B) was set up to analyze this information. 
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Almost three-fourths of the students planned to go to 

sohool next year--47 per cent planned to only go to sohool; 

two per cent planned to get married as well as go to 

school; 13 per oent planned to go to school end work; and 

two per cent planned to go to school, work, and get mar- 

ried. The analysis of these data also showed that 44 per 

cent of the girls planned to work at least part time, and 

only 17 per cent planned to get married before September. 

These data do not show what type of sohooling these stu- 

dents planned to follow. 

The striking feature of these data is that the largest 

percentage of girls participating in the study planned to 

go on to school and that the smallest percentage planned to 

get married. The statement is often made that homemaking 

is for the girls who plan to get married right away, not 

for the college bound girls. These data then may have im- 

plications for teachers as to learning experiences for 

senior students. They also raise the question as to the 

caliber of students that actually do take homaaking. Or 

they may equally well show that young people may answer 

questions in ways that they believe adults wish. A follow- 

up study would need to be made to determine how many of 

these seniors did seek further education. 
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Attitudsa of PartioiDants Towards 
Some Self-Directive Learning Exper ien ce a 

The data on students' attitudes towards some self- 

directive learning experiences are organized a000rdlng to 

the five groupings of criteria and the criteria which fall 

into each grouping. 

Each criterion, in turn, has two learning experiences 

which determine the attitudes of the students by the way 

the students judged them. The (a) learning experience 

listed under each criterion indicates going towards self- 

direotion and the (b) learning experience indicates little 

or no desire to be self-directive. 

The questionnaire was based on the assumption that 

students' answers to the 32 statements indicated their 

attitudes towards wanting to be self-directive or not 

wanting to be self-directive. 

When students answered "yes" to learning experience 

(a), they had positive attitudes towards this self- 

directive learning experience; the "no" answers signified 

negative attitudes. When students answered no! to learn- 

ing experience (b), they had positive attitudes towards 

wanting a more self-directive learning experience; the 

"yes" answers signified negative answers. Positive atti- 

tudes to selr-.dlrective learning experiences were shown by 

"yes" answers on all (e) items end "no" answers on all (b) 
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items. The phrase "positive attitudes" will be used to in- 

dicate studente' reepones on the questionnaire which indi- 

cate going towards self-direction. 

Administrative Organization of the iomemaMn Deparent 

Criteria concerning the administrative organization of 

the homemaking department consists of a group of three for 

which learning experiences were set up. Table D (Appendix 

E was prepared to help analyze these data. 

Criterion 1. The Student Participates in the Organi- 

zation of the Learning Situation. The two leariiing 

experiences for this criterion which students were 

to judge are 

(e) I think my teacher end I should deoide 
how to do my home experienoes.* 

(b) I think my teacher should tell me what 
I should do for a home experienoe.** 

Learning experience (a) showed very little difference 

in the "yes" and 11no" responses of the 5Z students. Out 

of the 353 students, l per cent answered "yes" and 4 per 

cent answered quo". The students were either equally 

*Eaoh learning experience (a) indicates going towards 
self-direction. For a positive attitude towards self- 
direction, the student needs to answer "yes". 

**goh learning experienoe (b) Indicates little or no 
desire to be self-directive. For a positive attitude 
towards self-direction, the student needs to answer "no". 
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divided on their attitudes about this experience, or lt 

may mean that this statement was a poor Illustration of 

desire to be self-directive. 
Learning experience (b), bcwever, shoied that 82 per 

cent of the students answered "no" to it while only 18 per 

oer.t 'nswered "yew'. 

rltorlon 2. The Student is Provided a Physical 

]nvironcient hlch .ulows Opportunicies tO M&e 

holces. The two learning experiences for tnis 

criterion which students were to judge are 

(a) I like our homemaking room because we 
can rearrange It to fit what we are 
doing in 

(b) I think we should learn to work in the 
homemaking room without rearranging it. 

With a response of 55 per cent yeses, learning experi- 

ence (e) showed slightly more "yes" answers than "no" an- 

swers by the 353 studente. Learning experience (b) showed 

only slightly more "no" enswers than "yes" when 58 per cent 

of the 353 students answered negatively. 

These two experiences did not show eny clear differ- 
ence 88 to students' attitudes towards self-directive 
learning experiences. Either the students viere equally 

divided in their attitudes towards these experiences or the 

questions were poor. 



Criterion 3. The Student Learns to Use a Variety 

of Resources. 
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The two learning experiences for this 

criterion which students were to judge are 

(e) I like to use new references, books, 
and magazine articles on a class 
assignment. 

(b) I wish we had one text end no extra 
references in homemaking as we do in 

other subjects. 

Both learning experiences (a) and (b) showed that 

three-fourths of the 353 students had positive attitudes 

towards these self-directive learning experiences. Experl- 

ence (a) showed 73 per cent 'tyea" answers end learning ex- 

perienoe (b) showed 78 per oent flOt answers. 

Learning Climate in the Homemaking Department 

This group has two criteria for whloh learning experl- 

enoes were set up. Table E (Appendix B) was prepared to 

help analyze these date which were gathered. 

Criterion 4. The Student Feels Free of Anxiety or 

Fear. The two learning experiences for this ori- 

tenon which students were to judge are 

(a) I am glad the teacher does not get angry 
when i: accidentally break something In 
the kitchen. 

(b) I am afraid to tell the teacher when I 

make a mistake because she might lower 
my grade. 
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Out of the 353 usable quet1onna1res, 43 tudenta did 

not answer the first stRtement because they had not had any 

experlenoea in the fooda laboratory yet. The8e 43 anawer8 

(12 per cent) were put under the "No Answer" column in 

Table E (ppendix B). Of 353 students, 82 per cent of them 

answered learning experience (a) in the "yea" column and 

only a minor six per cent answered "no". For learning ex- 

perience (b) 79 per cent showed "no" answers and only 21 

per cent answered "yea". These percentages Indicated that 

the students have positive attitudes towards these self- 

directive learning experienoas. 

Cr1tr1nn fi. Th StudAnt Wl Fmedoin in Hi 

Learning Environment to Make Choices. The two 

learning experiences for this criterion which 

students were to judge are 

(a) I like to help decide what we will study 
in our homemaking class. 

(b) I think the homemaking teacher should 
decide what we are to study in our 
homemaking oleas. 

For learning experience (a), 93 per cent of the Btu- 

dents had positive attitudes and only a minor seven per 

cent had negative attitudes. For learning experienoe (b), 

71 per cent had "no" answers and only 29 per cent had "yes" 

answers. The results of these two experiences indicated 
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that most of the students had positive attitudes towrdB 

these self-directive learning experiences. 

Beliefs of the Homemaking Teacher 

This group has two criteria for which learning oxpe- 

rienoeß were set up. Table F (Appendix B) was prepared to 

help analyze these data which were gathered. 

Criterion 6. The Student Gathe Incentive Through 

Seeing a Direct Relationship Between a Task and 

His Goal. The two learning experiences for this 

criterion which students were to judge are 

a) I like a homemaking assign- 
ment when it helps answer some questions 
I have asked about the subject. 

(b) I do not see why the homemaking teacher 
asks us to do certain assignments. 

Ninety-two per cent of the students answered learning 

experience (a) in the affirmative end only eight per cent 

answered "no". Learning experience (b), however, was of 

questionable significance since 50 per cent answered "yes" 

and 50 per cent answered 'trio". 1ither the students were 

equally divided in their attitudes towards this experience 

or lt was a poor question. 
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Orlterlon 7. The Student Receives Self-Gratification 

in Accomplishing a Task Which Fulfills a Personal 

Goal. The two learning experiences for this criterion 

which students were to judge are 

(e) I 11ko to make a garment that I know 
I will wear. 

(b) It does not make muoh difference what 
I sew, I never will wear lt anyway. 

Out of the 353 usable questionnaires, 35 students (10 

per cent) did not answer the statement about learning expe- 

nonce (a) because they had not had a sewing unit yet. 

Even without these 35 students, 87 per cent of the 8tudents 

had "yea" answers and only a negligible three per cent had 

"no" answers. For learning experience (b), most of the 

students, 90 per cent, had "no" answers. These figures 

showed that most of the students had positive attitudes 

about these learning experiences. 

Group-Individual Relationships Within the Homemaking Class 

This group has three criteria for which learning expe- 

nonces were set up. Table G (Appendix B) was prepared to 

help analyze these data. 

Criterion 8. The Student Feels Free to Communicate 

His Needs With Those In His Group. The two learning 

experiences for this criterion which students wore 

to judge are 
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(a) I feel good when our homemaking class 
disousses family problems which help 
me understand my family. 

(b) I wish my classmates would not talk 
about their problems in class, there 
is not anything we can do about them. 

For learning experience (a) there were 79 per cent who 

answered "yea" and only 21 per oent said "no". Learning 

experience (b) showed 86 per cent "no" answers and only 14 

rer cent answered "yes". These answers showed that most 

students' attitudes towerds these seif-direotive learning 

experienoes were positive. 

Griterion 9. The Student Feels He Is a Pert of the 

Group But at the berne Time Feels He Is a Distinct 

Individual. The two learning experiences for this 

criterion which students were to judge re 

(a) i like to have a chance to use my own 
ideos in carrying out assigrments. 

(b) I think all class mxibers should have 
exactly the seme assignment. 

Learning experienoe (a) showed that 88 per cent of the 

students answered "yea" and only 12 per cent answered "no". 

Learning experience (b) showed that 67 per cent answered 

"no" end 33 per cent answered "yes". Almost twice as many 

students answered "no" es did those that answered "yes" for 

lebrning experience (b). These peroentaes showed that 

most students had iositive attitudes towards these learning 

experiences. 
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Criterion 10. The Student Goes Ahead by Himself With 

Learning Activities With Teacher Guidence Rather Than 

Teaoher Leadership. The two learning experiences for 

this criterion which students were to judge are 

(a) I like to have my teacher let me do things 
by mye1f. 

(b) i wish the teacher would oheok everything 
I do to be sure I do not make a mistake. 

Learning experience (a) showed 83 per cent of the atu- 

dents answered "yes" and only 17 per cent answered "no". 

Learning experienoe (b) showed little difference with 56 

per cent that answered 'eno" and 44 per cent answered "yes". 

The answers did not clearly show whether the students' 

attitudes were divided ecually or whether it was a poor 

question. 

Emphasis on Teach 
ectively 

Homemaking Students to Think 

This group has six criteria for which learning sipari- 
enoes were set up. Table H (Appendix B) was prepared to 

help analyze these data which were gathered. 

Criterion 11. The Student Recognizes His Own Needs 

and Problems. The two learning experiences for this 

criterion which students were to judge are 

(a) I usually kno' in what arens of my 
homemaking class I need more prsotioe. 
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(b) I never seem to have any problems that 
I need to work on. 

Learning experience (a) had 92 per cent "yes" answer8, 

and learning experience (b) had 89 per cent "no" answers. 

These high percentages definitely pointed towards desiring 

to be self-directive. 

Criterion 12. The Student Is Able to Work Out New 

Problems for Himself by Us1n the Problem Solving 

Method. The two learning experiences for this ori- 

tenon which students were to judge are 

(a) I like to plan and do my class work with 
88 little help as possible. 

(b) I never am able to plan or do my class 
work alone to my satisfaction. 

Lesrnlng experience (a) was quite close with 58 per 

oent "yes" answers as compared to 42 per cent "no" answers. 

Learnin,g experience (b) had 73 pen cent "no" answers and 

only 27 per cent "yes" answers. 

Criterion 13. The Student Uses a Combination of 

?est Experience Plus New Learnings to Solve Problems 

Pertaining to Self. The two learning experiences 

for this criterion which students were to judge are 

(a) I like to apply to my reel life problems 
what I have already learned as well as 
what I am studying. 

(b) I usually forget what I have learned 
after I take a test. 
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Learning experience (a) hed 93 per cent "yes' answers 

which was very high. Only seven per cent answered "no". 

Learning experience (b) hed 67 per cent "no" answers and 

only 33 per cent "yes" answers. 

Criterion 14. The Student Develops en Awareness to 

the Covert as well as the Overt Things Around Him. 

The two learning experiences for this criterion 

which students were to judge are 

(a) I think I should be aware of now the 
homemaking room looks. 

(b) I usually do not notice how my class- 
metes react to my ideas. 

Learning experience (a) had a majority of 92 per cent 

"yes" answers and only eight per cent "no" answers. Learn- 

ing experience (b) had 76 per cent 'tno" answers and only 24 

per cent "yes" answers. 

Criterion 15. The Student Has Curiosity. The two 

learning experiences for this criterion which atti- 

dents were to judge are 

(a) I usually wonder why my classmates 
behave as they do. 

(b) I usually accept my classmates' be- 
havior without question. 

Neither learning experience (a) nor learning experi- 

ence (b) showed much difference in their answers. Learning 

experience (a) had 58 per cent "yes" answers as compared to 
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42 per cent "no" answers. Learning experience (b) had 46 

per cent eno" answers as oompsred to 54 per cent "yes" 

answers. Zither the students' attitudes were equally di- 

vided on these experiences or the questions were poor. 

Criterion 16. The Student Uses Creative Thinking 

in Solving a Problem. The two learning experiences 

for this criterion which students were to judge are 

(a) I like to discover and use new ideas 
to work out a project. 

(b) I do not like to try new things, because 
I get confused. 

Learning experience (a) showed 87 per cent "yes' 

answers and only l per cent "no" answers. Learning expe- 

rience (b) showed 87 per cent "no" snswere and only l5 per 

cent "yes" answers. 

ttitudeì of Partioi?ants ° liad 

Different Kinds of Future Plans 

Tables i and 2 were designed to find out whether the 

future plans of the students seemed to have any effect on 

the students' positive attitudes towards 83lf-directive 

learning experiences. Positive attitudes touirds seit- 

direction, it ueeds to bo remembered, were shown by either 

negstive or positive responses depending on the particular 

question in the questionnaire. 
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In the preparation of these tables, the 353 usable 

questionnaires were sorted aoeord1ig to the ftiture plane 

of the students which Included 1. sohool; 2. married; 3. 

work; 4. school and married; 5. school and work; 6. married 

and work; 7. married, work, nd school. All learning expe- 

rienoes from Tables D, L, F, G, and H (Appendix B) which 

showed 6? per cent or more of the students who expressed 

positive attitude8 toward8 them were Included In these 

tables. This means that 67 per cent or more answered "yes" 

to learning experience (a) and/or 67 per cent answered "no" 

to learning experience (b). Positive attitudes towards 

self-directive learning experiences were shown by "yes" 

snewers on all (a) items and "no" answers on all (b) items. 

Twenty-tour of the 32 learning experiences showed 67 per 

cent or more positive attitudes about self-directive learn- 

ing activities. Tables J. and 2 bring out the special 

groups' responses to these 24 learning experiences. 

Out of the 353 participants, 164 planned to go to 

school next year; 81 planned to work; 45 planned to go to 

school and work; 25 planned to get married; 22 planned to 

get married and rk; eight planned to go to school and get 

married; and eight planned to get merried, work, and go to 

school. These figures are shown on Tables i and 2 in the 

body of the thesis and on Table C (Appendix B). 



Table i 

Responses of Participants Who Plan to Go on to School 

Total Par- School School School, 
Learning Experiences Townrd! Which at tiolpants & & Married 
Least 67 Per Cent of 353 Perticipant Answering School Married Work & Work 
Showed Positive Attitudes Positively No. % No. % No. % No. % 

lb. I think my teacher should tell rie 

what I should do for a home 
experience. 290 136 83 7 88 3? 82 6 75 

3a. I like to use new referenoes, books, 
end naazine articles on e class 
assignment. 257 123 75 7 88 32 71 5 63 

3b. I wish we had one text and no extra 
references in homemaking as we do in 
other subjects. 274 134 82 8 100 32 71 5 63 

48. I am glad the teacher does not get 
* angry when I accidentally break 

something in the kitchen. 289 140 85 8 '75 41 91 5 63 

4b. I am afraid to tell the teacher when 
I make a mistake because she might 
lower my grade. 278 141 86 6 75 31 69 7 88 

55. I like to help decide what we will 
study in our homemaking class. 328 153 94 7 88 44 98 8 lOO 

5b. I think the homemaking teacher should 
decide what we are to study in our 
homemaking class. 249 115 70 6 '75 37 ¿32 4 50 

6a. I like to work on a homemaking assign- 
ment when it helps answer some ques- 
tions I have asked about the subject. 323 152 93 7 88 42 93 6 75 

*43 out of the 353 students did not answer this question because they had not had a 

foods unit yet. 



Table 1 (cont.) 

Total Par- School School School, 
Learning Experiences Towards Which at tiolpants & & Married 
Least 6? Per Cent of 353 Participants .&nswering School Married Work & Work 
Showed Positive Attitudes Positively No. % No. % No. % No. % 

75. I like to make a garment that I 
** know I will wear. 30? 143 8? 6 75 43 96 6 75 
?b. It does not make much difference 

what I sew, I never will wear it 
anyway. 316 146 89 8 100 44 98 8 100 

8e. I feel good when our homemaking 
class discusses family problems 
which help me understand my family. 280 132 80 7 88 3? 82 6 75 

8b. I wish my classmates would not talk 
about their problems in class, 
there is not anything we can do 
about them. 304 151 92 6 75 40 89 6 75 

9a. I like to have a chance to use my 
own idees in carrying out assign- 
monts. 311 153 93 7 86 43 96 6 75 

9b. I think all class mnbers should 
have exactly the same assignment. 238 111 68 5 63 30 6? 4 50 

lOa. I like to have my teacher let me 
do things by myself. 292 136 83 8 100 39 87 7 88 

lia. I usually know in what areas of my 
homemaking class I need more prac- 
tice. 326 152 93 8 100 43 96 6 75 

lib. I never seem to have any problems 
that I need to work on. 314 150 91 8 100 40 89 8 100 

**35 out of the 353 students did not answer this question because they had not bad a 
sewing unit yet. 

o' 



Table I (cont.) 

____________ ___- 
- 

Total School School Sohool, 

Learning Jxperienoes Towards Which at tiolpants & & Mcrried 

Least 67 Per Cent of 353 Participants Answering LokLool Married work & ork 

Showed Positive kttitudes PosltivelINo. % No. No. % No. 

12b. I never am able to plan or do my 
class work alone to my satir3ction. 256 12 7 6 75 52 '71 7 88 

13e. I like to apply to my real ltfe 
problems what I beve already 
learned as well as what I am 
studying. 327 154 94 8 100 42 93 6 75 

13b. I usually forget what i have 
learned after I take n test. 236 117 71 t 75 31 69 4 50 

14a. I think I should be aware of how 
the homemaking room looks. 324 151 92 8 100 4 96 75 

14b. I usually do not notice how my 
olaBsmates reaot to my idees. 2 l3 85 3 100 30 67 6 75 

l63. I like to disoover and use new 
Ideas to work out a project. 308 ll 2 7 38 42 9 5 63 

16b. I do not like to try new thIns, 
because I get confused. 3 154 94 3884 7 88 

Total number of students 353 164 8 45 8 ___________ 
Total nuiber of statements in which 67 per 
cent or more of the students' tt1tuds 
were townrds self-direction 24 24 24 24 24 

Total possible positive rei6naes lndioating 
attitudes towards self-direution 8472 3936 192 1080 192 
Total attitudes towerds being self-directive 
of 353 partIcipants according to their 
future plans 7002 3363 85 167 87 913 85 144 75 



Table 2 

Responses of Participants Who Plan to M&rry, Work, or Both Marry and Work 

Total Par- Marry 
Learning Experiences Towards Which at tioipante & 
Lesst 67 Per Cent of 353 Participants Answering Marry Work Work 
Showed Positive Attitudes Positively No. % No. % No. % 

lb. I think my tesoher should tell me what 
I should do for a home experience. 290 19 76 67 83 18 82 

3e. I like to use new references, books, and 
magazine erticles on a class assignment. 257 18 72 53 65 19 86 

3b. I wish we had one text and no extra 
references in homemaking as we do In 
other subjects. 274 18 72 61 75 16 73 

4a. I am glad the teacher does not got angry 
* I accidentally something in 

the kitchen. 289 17 68 63 78 17 77 
4b. I 8D1 afraid to tell the teacher when I make 

a mistake because she night lower my grade. 278 19 76 57 'io 17 77 
Sa. I like to help decide what we will study in 

our homemaking class. 328 23 92 75 93 18 82 
5b. I think the homemaking teacher should 

decide what we are to study in our home- 
making class. 249 19 76 56 69 12 55 

6a. I like to work on a homemaking assignment 
when it helps answer some questions I have 
asked about the subject. 323 22 88 73 90 21 95 

7a. I like to make a garment that I know I 
** will wear. 307 20 80 69 85 20 91 
*43 out of the 353 students did not answer this question because they had not had a 
foods unit yet. 

**35 out of the 353 students did not answer this question because they had not had a 
sewing unit yet. 



Table 2 (cont.) 
Total Par- Marry 

Learning Experiences Towards Which at tloipants & 
Least 6? Per Gent of 353 Participants Ân8wering Mary Work Work 
Showed positive Attitudes Positively No. % 

?b. It does not make much difference what 
I sew, I never will weer it anyway. 316 18 '72 70 86 22 100 

8a. I feel good when our homemaking olass 
disousses family problems which help 
me understand my tsmlly. 280 15 80 '70 86 13 59 

8b. I wish my classmates wotild not talk 
about their problems in class, there 
Is not anything we ceri &o about them. 304 16 64 65 80 20 91 

9a. I like to have a chance to use my own 
ideas in oarrying out assignments. 311 18 72 84 79 20 91 

9b. I think all class members should have 
exactly the same assignment. 238 21 84 51 63 16 73 

lOa. I like to have my teacher let me do 
things by myself. 292 24 96 60 74 18 82 

lia. :i u8ually know In what areas of my 
homemaking oless I need more practice. 326 22 88 76 94 19 86 

lib. I never seem to have any problems that 
I need to work on. 314 20 80 68 84 20 9]. 

12b. I never ein able to plan or do my class 
work alone to my setisfaction. 256 13 52 51 63 18 82 

13a. I like to apply to my real lite problems 
what I have already learned as well sa 
what I am studying. 327 21 84 75 93 21 95 

13b. I usually forget what I have learned 
after I take a test. 236 16 64 47 58 15 68 

X') 



Table 2 (oont.) 

Learning Experiences Towards Which et 
Least 67 Per Cent of 53 Participants 
Showed Positive Attitudes 

Total Par- 
ticipants 
Answering PositiveJo. Marri work 

No. % 

Marry 
I 

Work -. J 
14e. I think I should be aware of how the 

homemaking room looks. 324 20 80 76 94 20 91 
14b. I usually do not notice how my class- 

mates react to my ideas. 269 17 68 53 65 16 73 
16a. I like to discover and use new ideas 

to work out a project. 308 17 68 66 81 20 91 
16b. I do not lke to try new things, 

because I get oonfused. 306 17 68 65 80 18 82 

Total number of students 353 25 81 22 
Total number of statements[ñ which 67 per cent 
or more of the students' attitudes were towards 
self-direction 24 24 24 ____ 24 
Total possible positive responses indicating 
attitudes towards self-direction 8472 600 1944 528 
Total attitudes towards being self-directive of 
353 participants according to their future plans 7002 450 75 1531 79 434 32 



Learning experience nber 4a, "I am glad the teacher 

does not get anry when I acoidentally break something In 

the kitchen," had a total of 289 students who responded 

positively. There were 43 students who did not answer this 

question because they had not had a unit in this area of 

home economics. Learning experience 7, rI like to make a 

Carment that I know I will wear," had a total of 30? stu- 

dents who showed positive response. There were 35 students 

who did not answer this question because they had not had 

school work in this area. 

Sinos there were 353 partIcipants and each of them 

could have had a maximum of 24 posItive responses towards 

these 24 learning experiences selected for Tables i and 2, 

there was a possible total of 8472 positive answers. Out 

of the 8472 total possible positive responses towards self- 

direction, there were 7002. 

Part loipants Planning to Go to School 

One hundred end sixty-four of the 353 participants' 

future plans were for school only. These 164 participants 

could each have answered 24 times in a positive manner to- 

wards these learning experiences selected for Table 1. 

There were 3363 or 85 per cent of the 3936 possIble posi- 

tive responses which indicated the students had attitudes 

towards self-direction. 
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Eight of these 353 participants planned next year to 

go to school as well as get married. Each of these eight 

participants might have had a maximum of 24 positive re- 

sponses towards the 24 learning experiences selected for 

Table 1. Out of the 192 possibilIties there were 16? or 8? 

per Cent. 

Of the 353 particIpants, 45 planned to go to school 

and work at the seme time. It is possible for each of 

these 45 participants to have had 24 positive responses 

towards these selected learning experiences. Instead of 

the 1080 responses which might have indicated attitudes 

towards self-direction, there were 913 or 85 per cent. 

There were eight of the 353 participants who indicated 

that they were going to get married, work, and go to school. 

A maximum expression of 24 positive attitudes by each of 

these eight participants would give a possible total of 192. 

Instead of 192 there were 144 or 75 per cent pointing to- 

wards positive attitudes. 

Participants Planning to Get Married 

Twenty-five of the 353 participants who planned to get 

married could each have had a maximum of 24 posItive re- 

eponses towards the learning experiences selected for Table 

2. Instead of the 600 possibilities which indicated to- 

wards self-direction, there were 450 or 75 per cent. 



Some students planned to combine work and marriage. 

The peroentsgea of positive answers which ahoed self- 

direction for these students is included in the category 

of "Students Plennïn6 to ork" whioh is desoribed later. 

The attitudes of those students who planned to go to 80h001 

as well as get married were described previously in the 

section, "Sttdents Planning to Go to School." 

Partlolpants Plannin& to Work 

Eighty-one of the 353 particIpants planned to work 

next year. Each of these 81 participants could have re- 

acted positively to the 24 statements which re included 

In Table 2. Out of the l44 possible answers indiotixg 

to be self-directive, there were 1531 or 7 per cent of 

the group. 

Of the 35 participants there were 22 who planned to 

get married and work. A maximum of 24 positIve respon8es 

by each of these 22 participants would give a possible 

total of 528. Instead of 528 there were 44 or 82 per 

cent who had positive responses to the 24 statements on 

the questionnaire. 

Range of Responses of the 353 Partlolpant5 

When 353 participants were separated according to 

their future plans, there was some dlfferenoe shown in 
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their re8ponses towards being 8elt-direotive. The range 

of those responses towerde being seif-direotive was from 

75 per cent to 87 per cent. Most ot the large group of 

participants who said they had aohool somewhere In their 

plena, checked 24 stntements On the queationnaire in such 

e way as to Indicate th*t about 85 per cent of their re- 

sponees tended towards self-direction. The small group of 

eight participants who planned to go to school, marry, end 

work had a lower positive response of 75 per cent. The 

group who planned to marry also had a lower response or 75 

per cent positive attitudes towards self-direction, whereas 

the group who planned to work only were slightly higher 

with a 79 per cent response and the group who planned to 

marry and work showed 82 per cent. 

Within each of the four categories--school; school and 

married; school and work; married, work, and school--the 

percentage of students who showed positive responses to 

attitudes towards self-direction differed with the particu- 

lar statement which was being judged. 

The participants who had planned only to go to school 

showed among the 24 statements percentages ranging from 68 

to 94 (Table 1). Six of the learning experiences showed 

68-80 per cent of the participants responding in a positive 

manner, eight showed 81-90 per cent and 10 had 91-100 per 

cent. 
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The group planning to only marry hed positive re- 

aponses to these 24 learnIng experiences raiigiiig from 52 

to 96 per cent. Eight learning experiences had percentRges 

ranging from 50-70, 10 ranged from 71-80, tour ranged from 

81-90, and two ranged from 91-100. 

The group planning to work only showed positive re- 

aponses to these 24 learning experiences ranging from 58 to 

94 per cent. Seven of these 24 learning experiences rnged 

from 58-70 per cent, six were from 71-80, seven ranged from 

81-90 and four from 91-100. 

The data for these 24 learnIng experiences on Tables 

i and 2 were compared to the data found on Trbles D, E, F, 

G, and H (AppendixB). An analysis of these data showed 

that the peroentege of positive responses for ech of these 

learning exerienoes by the group which planned to go to 

school was usuí'lly higher than the peroent8ee for the same 

learning experience by the total group. Those oetegories 

which Included work, marriage, or n combination of then 

more often hed a lower response for each of these learning 

experiences as compared to the response by the total group. 
There is no great difference but it Is worthy to recognize 

that there is some difference. 

In the category of the students who plan to merry, 21 

of the 24 stetements showed a lower percentage of positive 

responses then shown by the totEl group. The participante 



who planned to work had 18 of the 24 statements which were 

lower than the total group's peroentages. 

Attitudes of Partloipante Who Had Been Enrolled 
in zither One Year or Thur Years of Homemaking 

Table 3 was designed to find out vthether the liuiber 

of years that students had enrolled in homemaking seemed to 

bave any effect on the students' positive attitudeß toerds 

self-directive learning experiences. 
The 353 usable questionraires were oorted according to 

the number of years the participants had enrolled in home- 

making. Many students hìave one year of homem&king in high 

sohool. If girls so desired end 1f it were advisable for 

them to do so, they could enroll for four years In many 

school systems. The responses of these two groups were 

compared with each other and with the total group. 

All learning experiences from Tablee D, E, F, G, and 

(Appendix B) thzt showed 67 per cent or more of the stu- 

dente having positive attitudes towrds them were included 

in this table. Twenty-four of the 32 learning experiences 

showed that the 353 participants had 67 per cent or more 

positive responses by bnswering "yea" to all (e) items and 

"no" to all (b) items. The positive responses towards 

these 24 learning experiences were categorized on Table 3 

according to those students who had enrolled for one year 

of homemaking and those who lied enrolled for four years. 
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Fifty-one of the 353 participants had enrolled for one 

year and 125 had enrolled for four years. These figures 

are found on Table 3 and Table B (Appendix B). 

The 51 participants who had enrolled in homemaking for 

one year could each have had a maximum of 24 positive atti- 

tudee towards these learning experiences in this table. 

Out of the 1224 possible responses indioating desire to go 

towards self-direction, there were 971 or 79 per cent. 

Each of the 125 students who had enrolled in bomemak- 

ing for four years could have had a maximum of 24 positive 

responseB which expressed attitudes towards these selected 

learning experiences. Instead of tile total 3000 possibili- 

ties towards self-direction, there were 2505 or 84 per 

cent. 

Whether the 353 participants had one year or four 

years of homemaking did not seen to make any great differ- 

ence in their attitudes towards self-direction. 

The percentages of attitudes did vary according to the 

learning experiences judged in each category. The atti.- 

tudes of those partiolpants enrolled in one year of home- 

making varied troni 59 to 94 per cent according to the 

learning experience. The category of four-year enrollment 

showed percentages from 68 to 99. 

The data for these 24 learnIng experiences on Table 3 

were compared to the data found on Tables D, E, F, G, and H 



Table 3 

Responses of Participante Who flave Been Enrolled In Homemaking 
for Either One or Four Years 

________________________- - 6tai Par- Years of 
Learning ExperienoeB Towards Which at ticipants Homemaking 
Least 67 Per Cent of 353 Participants ànswering i Year 4 Years 
Showed Po3itive Attitudes Positively ÑNo. % 

lb. I think my teacher should tell me what I 
should do for a home experience. 290 34 67 105 84 

3a. I like to use new references, books, and 
magazine articles on a oles& assignment. 257 34 67 88 70 

3b. I wIsh ve hed one text and no extra references 
in homemaking as we do In other subjects. 274 3.5 69 98 78 

4a. I em glad the teacher does not get enry when 
* I accidentally break something In the kitchen. 289 36 71 108 86 

4b. I am afraid to tell the teacher when I make a 
mistake beoau she might lower my grzde. 278 43 84 09 71 

5a. I like to help decide nhat 'we vi11 study in 
our homemaking class. 328 44 86 124 99 

5b. I think tile honemaking tecoher should decide 
what w Eire to study in our homemakIn' class. 249 30 59 ? 78 

6a. I like to vork on a homenak1ng assignment when it helps answer some questions I have asked 
about the subjoct 323 45 88 120 96 

7a. i like to make a gar!nent tiat I know I will 
** wear. 30? 46 90 10? 86 
*43 out of the 353 students did not answer tnis question because they hd not had a 
foods unit yet. 
35 out of the 353 students did not answer this question because they had not had a 
sewing unit yet. 



Table 3 (cout.) 

Total Par- Years of 
Learning Experiences Towards Which at ticipants Homemaking 
Least 57 Per Cent of 353 PartIcipants Answering i Year 4 Years 
Showed positive Attitudes PoBitively No. % . % 

7b. It does not make much differenoe what 
I sew, I never will 'sear lt anyway. 316 4]. 80 116 93 

8a. I feel good when our homemaking class 
discusses family problems which help 
me understand my ramny. 8o 40 78 94 75 

8b. I wish my classmates would not talk 
about their problems in class, there 
is not anything we can do about them. 304 4G 90 102 82 

9a. I like to have a chance to use my own 
ideas in carrying out assiginnents. 311 45 88 109 87 

9b. I think al]. 01a88 members should have 
exactly the seme assignment. 238 32 63 86 68 

lOa. I like to have my teac1r let me do 
things by myself. 292 39 76 106 85 

lia. I usually know in what areas of my home- 
making class I need more practice. 326 48 94 116 93 

lib. I never seem to have any problems that 
I need to work on. 314 46 90 107 8 

12b. I never am able to pian or do my class 
work alone to my setisraction. 256 39 76 86 69 

13a. I like to apply to ¡L real life problems 
what I have already learned as well as 
what I am studying. 32? 44 86 11? 94 

13b. I usually forget what I have learned 
after I take a test. 236 36 71 99 79 



Table 3 (oont.) 

Total Per- Years of 
Leerning Experiences Towerds hioh at tiolpents Homemaking 
Least 67 Per Cent of 353 Participants Answering 1 Year 4 Years 
Showed Positive Attitudes iosit1vely No No. 

14a. I think I should be aware of how the 
hozneiaaking room looks. 324 44 86 116 93 

14b. I usually do not notice how my oleas- 
mates react to ¡ny ideas. 269 38 75 8 71 

16a. I like to discover and use new ideas 
to work out a project. 308 41 80 113 9i 

l6b. I do not like to try new things, 
because I get confused. 306 4 88 90 

Total number of students 353 51 125 
Total niñber of statements in wbioh 

_____ 
67 per òent 

____ 

or more of the students' attitudes were towards 
self-direction 24 24 24 
Total possible positive responses indicating 
attitudes towards self-direction 8472 1224 3000 
Total attitudes towardsbilng self-directive of 

____ 

353 participants according to the number of years 
enrolled In homemaking 7002 971 79 2505 84 

cJ 
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(Appendix B). When the reeponses of the 51 pertlolpanta 

who had hd one year of homemaking were oompared to the re- 

sponsos of the participants, it was evident that for 16 

of the 24 learning exper1ence the pereentaee whioh Indi- 

cated desire to be self-directive were slightly less than 

for the total group. 

Eight of the learning experiences on Table 3, however, 

showed that the participants who had one year of homemaking 

had a slightly higher percentage of positive responses to 

them than did the total number of participants. Those 

eight learning experiences were 

4b. I am afraid to tell the teacher when I make 
a mistake because she might lower my grade. 

7a. I like to rake a garment that I xow I will 
wear. 

8b. I wish my classmates would not talk about 
their problems in class, there is not anything 
we can do about them. 

lia. I usually know in what areas of my homemaking 
class I need more practice. 

lib. I never seem to have any problems that I need 
to work on. 

12b. I never am able to plan or do my class work 
alone to iy satisfaction. 

lab. I usually forget what I have learned after 

I take e test. 
lôb. I do not like to try new things, because I 

get oonfused. 
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The partloipante who lied been enrofle ror rour yeare 

of homemaking (Table 3) ueuauly aliowed a ellghtly higher 
percentage or positive responsee to the8e 24 learnIng expe- 
rienoes than did the total group of partioipant8 (Tables D, 

}, F, G, and H; Appendix B). Learning experienoe 13b whloh 

"X usually forget what I have learned after I take a 

test," showed the greatest amount of differenoe with the 

four-year group showing 79 per cent positive responses 00m- 

pared to the 67 per cent by the total rn.nber of partial- 
pants. There were, however, 10 learning experiences which 
showed either the same percentage or a lower one for the 

four-year category. These 10 learning experiences were 

3a. I like to use new references, books, and 
magazine articles on a class asslìmierit. 

b. ï wisu we had one text and no extra refer- 
enoes in homemaking as we do In other 
subjects. 

4b. I m afraid to tell tne teaoner when I make 
a mistake beoause she might lower my grade. 

7a. i like to meie a gtrineut that I know I will 
wear. 

Ba. I feel good when our homemaking olass die- 
cusses family problns which help me under- 
stand my family. 

8b. I wish my oias&aates would not talk about 
their problems in class, there is not anything 
we can do about them. 

9e. I like to have a chance to use my own ideas 
In carrying out assignments. 
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lib I never seem to have any problems that I 

need to work on. 

12b. I never am able to plan or do my class work 
alone to my satisfaction. 

14b. I usually do not notice how my olaaetee 
react to my ideas. 

The methods that have been used to analyze the data 

of the 353 participants' responses to the questionnaire 

concerning their attitudes towards being self-directive 

indicate that the questionnaire itself is worth being re- 

fined further and being standardized. 

Learning Experisnoes That Showed Less than 67 Per Cent 
of the Partloinants Anawerin 'Yes'1 or "No" 

Tables D, E, F, G, end H (Appendix B) were reviewed to 

find out whioh learning experienoes had 67 per cent or lesa 

of the participants answering "yes" or "no". 

The eight learning experiences which fell Into this 

category were studied to see why the percentage of "yes" 

answers was so nearly the same as the "no" answers. The 

first learning experience in the questionnaire would illus- 

trate this. Fifty-one per cent said, "yes, I think my 

teaoher and I should deolde how to do my home experiences." 

Forty-nine per cent checked this item negatively. 
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Learning xperienoe la. I Think My Teaoher nd I 

Should Decide How to do My Home Experlenoes. 

Knowles (7) said that students should 8et their own 

goals and help set up the learning 8itu8tions whioh tul- 

till these goals. In this thesis it hes been pointed out 

previously that homemaking students can gain In self- 

direction by helping to set the goals for their homemaking 

olasses and suggesting ways of a000mpll8hing these goals 

but that these self-directive actions need to be approved 

by the administration. 

Learning experience la which wee set up to show self- 

direction on the part of the students by pertloipating In 

the organization of the learning situation, showed 51 per 

cent of the students answering "yes" and 49 per cent of 

the students answering "no". About halt of the students 

egreed with the statnent as lt read and thus indicated 

that they would like to work together with the tecoher in 

deciding how to do their home experienoes. 

The other halt of the students answered "no" to this 

statement but there was no reason given why they disagreed. 

Perhaps they wanted the teacher to tell them what to do 

rather than thinking it through themselves. Then again, 

maybe the students did not want the teacher's help but 

would rather do lt by themselves. The possibility also 

arose that these students had never worked on a home 



experience and so were not familiar enough with the situa- 

tion to wiaely judge either ?yesI or "nor'. 

Learning Experienoe2a. I Like Our Homemaking Room 

Beoause Ve Can Rearrange It to Fit What Ve are Doing in 

C1a8B and Learning Experience 2b. I Think We Should Learn 

to Work in the Homemaking Room Without Rearranging It. 

Criterion 2 stetes that students should be provided a 

physical environment which allows opportunities to make 

choices. Jones (6) said that students should have the 

power to change their environment to fit their needs and 

he explained that this environment included physical ob- 

jeots, physical forces, and people. Learning experience 

2a and 2b asked the students to give their attitude about 
changing the classroom environment by rearranging the room. 

About half the students answered learning experience 

2a end 2b in such e way as to show that they would like to 

be able to rearrange their homemaking room. This rearrang- 

ing entailed being able to change the environment. The 

rest of the students had negative attitudes about rearrang- 

Ing the room. 

Those students who had positive attitudes towards 

being able to make choices in rearranging their homemaking 

room may have seen the need to do so in order to work on 

various class activities and they may often have rearranged 

their own departments. 
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On the other hand, those atudent8 who showed neg&tlye 

attitudes towards rerran1ng the homemk1nj roon may not 

hve re1ized that lt ws possible to rearrerige some home- 

making rooms. Their cla$srooms 'iay be set up in such wey 

thet equipment nd fu.rnlshlnge cannot be adapted to differ- 

ent OlCtEiS situations. Also, their teachers mey like every- 

thing to have specified p1aoe. Such homein8klng rooms end 

tee.ohers may hinder students from beoomlng self-directive. 

In meny other school 8ubjeots, the olaeoroomi are set Up in 

one viy nd never ohined, nnd perìuìps these studente have 

not thought ebout rerranglng r. o1ssroo before. Out- 

standing authoritleB uoh s Trump sey school ourriouls ere 

frozen by claseroom wells, pertitions and eou1i1nent. 

Leerning xperienoe Gb. I Do Not ee Why the Home- 

making Teacher sks Us to Do Certain Ass1ments. 

Ciapp (1) was previously quoted as saying, "Pupila 

should be conscloue of the relationship between eReh tsk 

and the realization of a lsr"er purpose." (1, p.2) Cr1- 

tenon 6 for whioh learning experience 6b was set up 

atetad that the student E.lned irLoentive through seeing a 

direct relationship between e task and his goal. 

In the tabulation of the questionnaires, 50 per cent 

of the students answered "yes" that they did not see why 

the homemaking teacher asked them to do certain Assignments 

and 50 per cent said "no". 



The 177 students who answered "yes" evidentally oould 

not see ci ireot relitionship betwoen their aEsignr1ents and 

the goals that were set tor the class. Perhaps th1 was 

because the students did not realize what the oiasB goa1 

vere. Then too, the te3cher may not have carefully planned 

how she vouìd help the students realize the oonneotion be- 

tween the assignments and the goals they desirea to attain. 

The students who answered "no" iay actually have seen 

the connection bctT:een the assignment and the goal, or they 

may have rniared the question. The stitement, "I do not 

see why the homemaking teacher asks us to do certain assign- 

ments," suggested a negative thought and the students who 

an8wered "no" to lt may not have realized that they had a 

double ncigtive which made a positive attitude. The word- 

ing of this question may have accounted for this even dlvi- 

sion tetween "yes" and "no" answers. 

Learning xperienoe lOb. I lsh the Teacher Would 

Check Everything I Do to Be Sure I Do Not Make a Mistake. 

Ciepp (1) described successful teachers es those who 

realized thet pupils learn only by their own efforts but 

that teachers can direot students to make maximum effort. 

He further went on to say that students must feel the need 

for learning and for going about this task by themselves. 

Criterion 10 agreed with Ciapp (1) by stating that the stu- 

dent should go ahead by himself with learning activities 
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with teacher guidance rather than teaoher leadership. 

Learning experience lOb was set up to go with this crite- 

rion. 

In analyzing the answers given on the questionnaires 

lt was found that 44 per cent answered "yes" they wished 

the teacher woi1d check everything to be sure they did not 

make a mistake and 56 per cent answered "no". These per- 

oenteges were quite close. 

Those students who answered "no" evidentally had no 

desire for the teacher to check everything they did. This 

mey be because they liked to do things by themselves or be- 

cause their teacher refused to check each step. 

Some students ere tenrful of making mistakes and so 

sotually demand approval by the teacher at each step they 

make. These kinds of students may be the ones who answered 

"yes" they wanted everything checked. Sometimes it is the 

teacher who insists upon checking every little detail and 

demanda perfection. Grading may have effected students' 

attitude8 towards this statement. Then too, the teacher 

may not have helped the students realize their need for 

directing some of their own tasks with teacher guidance 

rather than teacher leadership. The students may be so 

used to authoritarian teachers that they did not know how 

to react under a teacher who allowed self-direction. 
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Learning Experienoe 12a. I Like to Plan and Do 

Clase Work ;';ith as Little Help as Possible. 

Authorities sc.y that if students learn the proceas of 

how to solve problems they learn far more then if they 

learn the solutions that other people had found to these 

ame problems. The ststenent was aleo made that the rnot 

important learning experience that students could have es 

to learn s method whioh enebled them to solve their own 

problems. (8) 

Criterion 12 states that self-directive students 

should be able to work out new probleras for themsilves by 

using the problem solving xaethod. In order for ntuderts to 

heve practice in working out new problems for themselves 

they should try to do their aseinments with as little out- 

side help as possible. Learning experience 12e was set up 

to show students' attitudes towcìrds this self-directive 

experience. 

The percentages of "yes" and "no" aìi3wers about this 

lerrning experience showed only e smsll differeroe. Fifty- 

eight per cent of the students answered 'yes" end 42 per 

cent seid "no". 

Those 204 students who Rnswered "yes" to leerning 

ox?erienoe lZa showed growth towards self-direction by 

working out their own class saignments. The 42 per cent 

who rnawered "no" to this statement may not have ITleent that 
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they did not want to be self-directive but that they would 

rather have had others help them do their work than be 

aelf-.direotive. Many etudents dl8llke work and will take 

the easiest route to tiniehlng a job. If easy work means 

letting othera help you, these student8 may forsake being 

self-directive In order to get their work done tter and 

with lesa strain. The8e "no" answers may also have meant 

that the student3 were inoapable of doing the work without 

considerable help and they realized this need tor as1st- 

ance. Perhaps the students did not know how to go ahead 

on their own beosuse they did not know how to use the 

problem solving method. 

Learning xperienOe iba. I Usually Wonder Why My 

Classmates Behave as They Do and Learning Eçperienoe lb. 

I Usually Aooept My Classmates' Behavior Without uest1on. 

Dewey (4) described the curious mind as oonetantly 

being alert and exploring. The Review of Literature in 

this thesis pointed out that without curiosity students do 

not even realize that problems exist. 

Learning experience 15a and 15b were set up to go 

along with criterion 15 whIch said that self-directive stu- 

dents must have curiosity. The questionnaires showed that 

the percentage of students who answered "yes" to these 

statements was about the seme as of those wno answered "no". 



Nearly half the pertiolpents were not curious about their 

follow studente. 

The Review of Literature described the need for teach- 

ers to help arouse curiosity within their students. The 

laok of this motivation by the teeoher8 may heve coounted 

for those students who showed a leok of ourloelty. Then 

agnin, maybe these students were curious about some things 

but not about their olaemates' behAvior. 
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CHAPTER IV 

The purpose of this study was to determine how Btu- 

dents could be helped to become self-directive. In order 

to achieve this purpose it was necessary to formulate some 

criterio which could help homemaking teochers select self- 

directive learning experiences and to find out what atti- 

tudes high school homemaking student.s had towards some 

learning experiences which were illustrative of these cri- 

teria and which should help them develop an ability to be 

self-directive. 

Sixteen criteria were formulated. Each criterion, In 

turn, had two learning experiences which showed some atti- 
tudes according to the way the students judged them. One 

learning experience (a) indicated going towards self- 

direction and the other learning experience (b) indicated 

little or no desire to be self-directive. The criteria and 

their learning experiences were divided into five oetego- 

ries. These criteria and their learning erperlenoes listed 

according to oetegories are as follows: 

I. Administrative Organization Related to the 
nt. 

1. The student psrtiolpotes in the organization 
of the learning situation. 

a. I think my teacher and I should deolde 
how to do my home experiences. 



*b I think my teacher should tell me what 
I should do for a home experience. 

2. The student is provided a phyeicai environ- 
ment which allows opportunities to make 
oholoes. 

a. I like our hoinemakin room because we 
can rearrange it to fit what we are 
doing in 0188E. 

b. i think we snould learn to pork In the 
homemaking room without rearranging it. 

3. The student learns to use a variety of re- 

sources. 

. I like to use new references, books, 
and magazine articles on a class 
8igninent. 

o I wish 'Re had one text and no extra 
references In homemaking as we do in 
other subjects. 

II. Learning Cliaate in the Homemaking Department 

4. The student feels free of anxiety or fear. 
a. I un glad the teacher does not get 

angry when I accidentally break 
something In the kitchen. 

4b. L eii tfr1d to tell tho teacher when I 
make a mistake beoeue she might lower 
my grado. 

5. The student feels freedom in his learning 
environment to make choices. 

*a. I like to help decide what we will 
study in our homemaking oleas. 

*b I think the homemaking teacher should 
decide what we are to study in our 
honemakinz class. 

*Tbese are the 24 learning experiences which showed enough 
response to be useful In indicating an attitude towords 
e1f-direction. 
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III. Beliefs of the Homemaking Teacher. 

6. The student geins incentive through seeing 
a direct relitiofl8hip between e task end 
his goal. 

a. 
I like to work on a homemaking assign- 
ment when it helps answer some ques- 
tions I have asked about the subject. 

b. I do not see why the homemaking teacher 
asks us to do certain assignments. 

7. The student receives self-gratification in 
accomplishing a task which fulfills a per- 
sonal goal. 

a, I like to make a garment that I know 
I will wear. 

b It does not make much difference what 
I sew, I never will wear it anyway. 

IV. Group-Individual Relatlonshi 
making Class. 

s Within the Home- 

8. The student feels free to communicate his 
needs with those in his group. 

'a. I feel good when our homemaking class 
discusses family problems which help 
me understand my family. 

*b. I wish my olaasmetes would not talk 
about their problems in class, there 
la not anything we can do about them. 

9. The student feels he is a part of the group 
but at the same time feels he is a distinct 
md ividual. 

4a. I like to have o ahanoe to use my own 
ideas in carrying out assignments. 

b. I think all class members should have 
exactly the same assignment. 



10. The student goes ahead by himself with 
learning activities with teacher guidance 
rather than teacher leedership. 

*a. I like to have my teacher let me do 
things by myself. 

b. I wish the teacher would check every- 
thing I do to be sure I do not make 
a mistake. 

V. The Emphasis on Teschi 
Think Effectively. 

Studente to 

li. The student recognizes his own needs and 
problems. 

*5 usually know in what areas of my 
homemaking oleas I need more practice. 

*b I never seem to have any problems that 
I need to work on. 

12. The student is able to work out new protlems 
for himself by using the problem solving 
method. 

a. I like to plan and do my class work 
with as little help as possible. 

*b. I never em able to plan or do my class 
work alone to my satisfaction. 

13. The student uses a combination of pa8t 
experience plus new learnings to solve 
problems pertaining to self. 

*a I like to apply to my real life 
problems what I have already learned 
as well as what I am studying. 

*b. I usually forget what I have learned 
after I take a test. 

14. The student develops an awareness to the 
covert as well es the overt things around 
him. 

I think I should be aware of how the 
homemaking room looks. 



b. I usually do not notice how my 
classmates react to my ideas. 

15. The student has curiosity. 

e. I usually wonder why my o1aanctea 
behave as they do. 

b. I usually accept my o1sto' 
behavior without question. 

16. The student uses creative thinking in solving 
a problem. 

I like to discover and use new idees 
to work out a project. 

*b. I do not like to try new things, because 
I et confused. 

A questionnire was sent to homemaking teachers to be 

given to senior students in advanced homemaking. This 

questionnaire revealed the attitudes of the students to- 

wards these 32 learning experiences. The conclusions nade 

in this thesis were besed upon the 353 usable question- 

naires which were returned. 

T«enty-four of the 1ernint experiences had at least 

67 per cent of 353 partIcipants respond in suoh a way as to 

indicate an attitude towards self-direction. ech of these 

24 statements lisve an ¿sterisk In front of the number of 

the learning experience given previ3usly. 

An analysis of theee 2 learning experienoe was made 

to see if lt could be determined whether the background of 

the participants seemed to have any effect on the way they 



anawered the questionneire. The following results were 

found: 

1. The future plans that the student5 had for 
next year did not have any effect on the way 
they answered these 24 statement8 on the 
questionnaire. 

2. Students with the seme future plans did not 
judge each learning experience the same way. 

3. The number of years the students had been 
enrolled in homemeking seemed to have no 
effect on their answers. 

4. Students who bad been enrolled in homemaking 
for the seme number of years did not judge 
eaoh learning experience the same way. 

Eight of the learning experiences had approximately 

the same number of positive and negative responses. These 

learning experienoes are 

la. I think my teacher end I should deolde how 
to do my home experiences. 

2a. I like our homemaking room because we can 
rearrange it to fit what we are doing in 
class. 

Eb. I think we should learn to work in the 
homemaking room without rearranging it. 

6b. I do not Be why the homemaking teacher 
asks us to do certain assignments. 

lOb. I wish the teacher would oheok everything 
I do to be sure I do not make a mistake. 

12a. I like to plan and do my class work with as 
little help as possible. 

l5a. I usually wonder why my classmates behave 
es they do. 

15b. I usually accept my classmates' behavior 
without question. 
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No definite conclusions can be drawn from analyzing 

these eight learning experiences but it as thought that 

perhaps 

some of these learning experiences needed to be 
worded more clearly on the questionnaire. 

a number of studente may not have had experience 
or were not aware enough of certain things to 
wisely judge the statements. 

even thoub the learning experience may have been 
designed to help students become selt-1reotive, 
the students may hai-o wanted to b more self- 
directive than the statement implied. 

the students did not realize 8ome of the learning 
experiences were possible to do or that they 
could be done in more than one way. 

almost half the students did not want to be seit- 
directive or realized that they needed more direc- 
tion than the statements allowed. 

grades and teacher approval affected the way stu- 
dents answered. 

students would rather do their work the easiest 
way possible regardless of how the rk was 
achieved. 

Some of the schools participating in this study had 

girls taking advanced homemaking who had not nad any pre- 

vious training in a homemaking class. This lack of pre- 

vious training in a formai homemaking class may have im- 

plioation8 for teachers in the way they plan the sequence 

of curriculum for their schools and for the administrative 

organization of setting up the classes. 
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Authorities in the field of home economica education 

need to be given an opportunity to express themselves on 

this topic of self-direction. Some questions they might 

answer ere 

1. What does self-direction mean to them? 

2. How much self-direction can or should be used 
at the various developmental levels of the 
student? 

3. How can teachers use 801f-direction in their 
students to the best advantage? 

This questionnaire seems to give enough results to be 

worthy of further refining and of standardizing. The fol- 

lowing suggestions are made: 

1. Changes whioh may improve the questionnaire. 

a. Directions to the teachers and to the 
students need to be made stronger and 
more clearly stated. 

b. Learning experiences need to be used 
which all students can wisely judge. 

2. Further study which may improve the questionnaire. 
a. Find out why the students answered the 

statement in such a way as to depict 
little or no desire for seif-direotion. 

b. Take a larger sampling and include 
students from more than one area of 
the United States. 

o. See how much effect other classes and 
activities have on the way students 
&nswered the statements. 
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Letter hioh Accompanied 
Trial Run of the questionnaire 

Corvallis, Oregon 
November 21, 1961 

Dear 

Some of you heve been kind enough to help me with my first device and so are familiar with my thesis topic end 
the criteria I am trying to set up. I would like to have 
your help in perfecting a second device, whioh will be the 
lest, to be used in my thesis. 

The first device consisted of rating statements as to 
whether they were or were not criteria for teaching e stu- 
dent to be self-directive. *Below you will find a list of 
these criteria which can be used by home economics teachers. 

The second device consists of statements whioh, for 
your convenience, are numbered to correspond to the number 
of the oriteria they are to Illustrate. Each criterion has 
two illustrations for to an8wer. One indioetes go- 
ing towards self-direction, the second indicates little or 
no desire to be self-directive. When this device is given 
to students, these items will be renumbered from i to 32. 

The purpose of this second device is to determine 
students' attitudes towerds some learning experiences which might be considered es helping students become self- 
directive. 

Would you please evaluate this second device by 
checking whether this belief would or would not be self- 
directive. Also, please check to see if each belief de- 
scribes the criterion. You may make oomrnenta on the 
attached blank 8heet. Be sure to list the number of the 
belief you are commenting on. 

I would very much appreciate your prompt return of 
this questionnaire. Thank you so very sincerely for your 
effort in helping me set up the devices for my thesis. 

Yours truly, 

(Betty Burkiund) 

A list of the criteria were sent along with this letter 
but are omitted here. 



Student Queationneire 

NO NAME PLEASE 

WHAT I BELIEVE 
AS A HOME ECONOMICS STUDENT 

Directions: Please put an x" in the apace you feel best 
answers what you believe about each etbtement. 

Remember this check list is to be marked the 
way believe regardless of whether or not 
whatI stated in each item can be done or is 
done in your school. There 18 flO right or 
wrong answer. Please answer all questions. 
Vork quickly, going straight through the check 
list. 

V43 s] 

- - 1. I like to help decide whet we will 8tudy in 
our homemaking class, 

- - 2. I like to plan and do my class work with s 

little help es possible. 

- - 3. I think I should be aware of how the home- 
making room looks. 

- - 4. I think my teacher should tell me what I 

should do for a home experience. 

5. I like our homemaking room beotuse we can 
rearrange it to fit what we are doing In 
class. 

- - 6. I like to make a germent that I know I will 
wear. 

- - 7. I wish we had one text and no extra refer- 
eneas in homemeking es ve do in other sub- 
jects. 

8. I think the homemaking teacher should decide - - 
what we are to study in our homemaking class. 
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YES 

- 9. I usually know in what areas of my homemaking 
class I need more practice. 

lo. I feel good when our homemaking class dis- 
cusses family problems which help me under- 
stand my family. 

11. I never seem to have any problems that I need 
to work on 

- 12. I usually wonder why my classmates behave as 
they do. 

- 13. I like to discover and use new ideas to work 
out a project. 

14. I like to have a charLoe to use my own ideaa 
in orrying out assignments. 

l. I usually do not notice how my olassiate 
react to my idea. 

16. I do not see why the homemaking teaoher asks - 
us to do certain assignments. 

17. I never am able to plan or do my class work - - 
i1one to in:j 8atisfaction. 

18. I em afraid to tell the tesoher when I make - - 
mistake because she migit lower my grade. 

1g. I like to use new references, book8, and 
mag&zine articles on a olasa üS8iflMflt. 

20. I am glad the teacher does not get angry when 
I 3ccidentally break something in the kit- 
chan. 

- - 21. I think my teacher end I should decide how to 
do my home experienoe. 

- 22. I think all class members should have exactly 
the seme assignment. 

23. I think we should learn to work in the home- - 
making room without rearronging lt. 



24. I usually target what I have learned after 
I take a test. 

25. I do not like to try new things, because I 

get confused. 

26. I like to have my teacher let me do things 
by myself. 

27. I usually accept ry olussmetes' behavior 
without question. 

-- 28. I wish the teacher would check everything I 
do to be sure I do not niake a mi8take. 

29. I like to work on a homemaking assignment 
when it helps answer some questions I have 
asked about the subject. 

- - 30. I like to apply to my real life problems what 
I have already learned se well as what I am 
study Ing. 

31. It doeB not make much difterenoe what I sew, 

I never will wear it anyway. 

32. I wish my classmates would not talk about 
their problems in class, there la not any- 
thing we can do about them. 

Number of years enrolled in homemaking 

Please put an "z" in each space that describes your 
plans for neit year. - School (Nursing, Beauty, Business, College) - Married by September 1962 
Work 



Letter Sent to the 20 HomemakIng Teachers 
Asking for 1heTr He1p 

Corvallis, Oregon 
November 29, 1961 

Dear 

I am a student at Oregon State University working on 
a master's thesis. The subject of my thesis Is on helping 
homemaking students become self-directive. 

AS part of my thesis I have set up a questionnaire to 
give to senior girls in advsnced homemaking classes. This 
questionnaire Is designed to determine students' feelings 
towrds some activities which might be considered as help- 

ing students become self-directive. 

Would you be kind enough to help me by havin,g the 
senior girls in the advanced homemaking classes In your 
department fill out these questionnaires? These question- 
neires which would need to be filled out in class ere short 
and simple. They should take no more than fifteen minutes 
to answer. Please be sure your school administrator ap- 
proves also. 

Please answer the following questions and return this 
letter to me promptly so that I may prepare the correct 
number of questionnaires and mall them to you on January 
3, 1982, in order that you may have them returned to me by 
January 20, 1962. 

Sincerely, 

(Betty Burkiund) 

Answer Yes or No - I will be glad to have my classes participate. - The administrator of the school has given his 
permission tor us to prtIoIpnte in this study. 

Number of Quest1onna.ires - Please send me the number of questionnaires so 

that I may give one to each senior girl In the 
senior homemaking classes In my department. 
(Do not try to pick up senior girls in other 
classes) 
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Letter Sent to the 20 Homemaking Teachers 
Giving Directions About the uest1onnaire 

Corvallis, Oregon 
Januery 2, l96 

Dear 

Thank you for your prompt answer to my letter of 
November 21, 1961. I appreciate very much your help in 
having the senior girls In your Junior-Senior homemaking 
class fill in these check sheets. 

Please ask your students to put en "x" in the YES 
spaoe 2! the NO space for each question according to their 
beliefs. I realize that some Iteme probably may not apply 
to every school, therefore instruct tne students th8t they 
are to enawer ench sttement ocording to whet each indi- 
vidual student believes should be done and not neoessri1y 
what is done. It is Important that they answer all ques- 
t ions. 

In order to íet the individual's attitudes rather 
then the group's attitudes, do not allow the students to 
dIacua3 the items while answering the chock elkeet. 

The students may hesitate to answer sorne of these 
que8tione truthfully if they think that you, s tieir 
teacher, might reed the t'nswers. May I therefore suggest 
that a student volunteer be asked to collect the papers 
and seel them in the enclosed envelope? 

It surely will be appreciated it you are able to re- 
turn these oheck sheets to me by January 20, lô2. 

Best wishes to you for the new year 

Sincerely yours, 

(Betty Burklund) 
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Table A 

Dietribution of 53 Prt1cipante 
According to High Schools hioh They Attended 

Number Usable 
of questionnaires 

Schools Participante No. 

k Albany Senior High School 12 12 100 

B Bend High School 18 16 89 

C The Dalles High School 30 30 100 

D David Douglas High Sohool, 
Portland 63 63 100 

E Gervais High School 14 14 100 

F Grants Pass High School 32 32 100 

G Harrisburg High School 7 7 100 

H .Tefferson High Sohool 9 8 89 

I Junction City High School 7 7 100 

J K1eiath Falls High School 17 16 94 

K Medtord High School 65 49 75 

L Molella High School 13 13 100 

M Newberg High School 20 16 80 

N North Marion High School, 
Aurora 8 e ioo 

o Ontario High School 17 17 100 

P Oregon City High Sohool 17 12 71 

Q. Soappoose High School 12 11 92 

H Siletz High School 4 4 100 

s Silverton High School 12 12 100 

T Woodburn High School 6 6 100 

Total 383 35 92 



Table B 

Number of Years Enrolled in Homemaking by Fsrtioipants 

Usable Ninber of Years of Homemaking 
Questionnaires IYear 2 Years 3 Years 4 Years 5 Years 6 Years 

Schools No. % No. % No. - 
No.%No.% % 

A 12100 9 75 3 25 

B 16 100 1 6 b 31 b 31 3 19 2 13 
C 30 100 18 60 8 27 4 13 

D 63 100 19 30 13 21 lb 24 12 19 2 3 2 3 

E 14100 1 7 6 43 7 50 

F 32100 3 9 28 88 1 3 

Gr 7100 1 14 6 86 
H 8100 3 3? 5 53 
I 7 100 3 43 1 14 2 29 1 14 

J 16 100 7 44 1 6 6 37 2 13 

K 49 100 5 10 13 27 4 8 24 49 3 6 

L 13100 2 15 3 23 8 62 

M 16 100 3 19 2 12 11 69 

N 8100 1 12 7 88 
0 17 100 4 24 13 76 

P 12100 2 18 5 41 5 41 

Q 11100 2 18 3 2? 6 55 

R 4100 1 25 2 50 1 25 
5 12 100 1 8 6 51 4 33 1 8 

T 6 100 6 100 _____ _________________ 

Total 353 100 51 15 55 16 96 27 125 35 22 6 4 1 

p-J 

C 



Table C 

Future Plans of 353 ParticIpating Students 

Future Plans - School School Married Married, 
& & & School 

Total School Married Work Married work Work & Work 
Sohool8 % No. % No. % No. % No. No. % No. % No. 

A 12100 8 68 1 8 1 8 1 8 1 8 
B 16100 9 56 5 31 2 13 
C 30 100 18 60 3 10 3 10 5 17 1 3 
D 63 100 26 41 5 8 20 32 2 3 5 8 4 6 1 2 
E 14100 8 58 3 21 3 21 
F 32100 9 29 2 6 13 41 1 3 3 9 3 9 1 3 
G 7100 5 72 1 14 3. 14 
H 8 100 1 13 2 24 4 50 1 13 
I '7 100 2 29 2 29 1 14 1 14 1 14 
ti 16 100 8 50 2 13 3 18 2 13 1 6 
K 49 100 22 46 10 20 12 24 3 6 2 4 
L 13 100 3 23 5 38 1 8 3 23 1 8 
M 16 100 9 56 2 13 1 16 3 19 1 6 
N 8100 3 38 4 49 1 13 
0 1? 100 11 64 1 6 2 12 1 6 2 12 
P 12100 1 8 4 34 3 25 3 25 1 8 
Q 11100 7 64 1 9 2 18 1 9 
R 4100 1 25 3 75 
S 12100 8 67 3 2 1 8 
T 6100 5 83 1 17 

Total 353 lOO 164 47 25 7 81 23 8 2 45 13 22 6 8 2 
t-J 

o 



Table D 

Administrative Organization Related to the HomeLiaking Dep8rtment 

Students' Beliefs 
_Yes No 

Teacher's Criterion Leerning Experiences No. % No. 

1. The student participates 
in the organization of the 
learning situation. 

2. The student is provided a 
physical environment 
which allows opportunities 
to make choices. 

a. I think my teacher and I should 
decide how to do my home expe- 
riences. l'?9 51 174 49 

b. I think my teacher should tell 
me what I should do for a home 
experience. 63 18 290 82 

a. I like our homemaking room be- 
cause we can rearrange it to 
fit what we are doing in c1as. 195 55 158 45 

b. I think we should learn to work 
in the homemaking room without 
rearranging it. 148 42 205 58 

3. The student learns to use a. I like to use new references, 
a variety of resources. books, and magazine articles 

on a class assignment. 257 73 96 2? 
b. I wish we had one text and no 

extra references in homemaking 
es we do in other subjects. 79 22 274 78 

p-' 

o 



Table E 

Learning Climate In the Homemaking Department 

acher's Criterion Learning Experiences 

4. The student feels free 
of anxiety or fear. 

a. I am glad the teacher does 
not get angry when I acci- 
dentally break sornethin 
in the kitchen. 

b. I am afraid to tell the 
teacher when I make a 1- 
take because she might lower 
my grade. 

Students' Beliefs 
No 

NO Afl 

% No. % 

289 82 21 6 43 12 

75 21 278 79 

5. The student feels a. I 11ko to help decide whe.t 

freedom In his learn- we vili study in our home- 
ing environment to making cicss. 328 93 2 7 

make choices. b. I think the homemaking 
teacher ahould decide what 
we are to study in our 
homemaking class. 104 29 249 71 

I-J 

o 
o' 



Table F 

Beliefs of the Hoinernaking Teacher 

Students' Beliefs 
No 

Yes No Answer 
Teacher's Criterion Learning xper1enoes No. % No. No. % 

6. The student gains 
incentive through 
seeing a direct 
relationship between 
a task and his goal. 

. I like to wrk on a home- 
making ss1gnnient when it 
helps answer sorne questions 
I have asked about the sub- 
ject. 

b. I do not see why the home- 

making tesoher asks us to 
do certain £ssigaments. 

23 92 30 8 

177 50 17 50 

7. The student receives a. I like to make a gariient 

self-gratification In thet I know I will wear. O7 8? 11 3 35 10 
accomplishing a trsk b. It does not make much dit- 
h1oh fulfills a per- ference whet I sew, I never 
sonal goal. will wear it anywaj 37 10 315 90 

p-I 

o 



Table G 

Group-Individual Relatlonshipe Within the Homemaking Class 

Teacher's Criterion Learning Exrienoes 

8. The student feels free to 
communicate his needs 
with those In his group. 

a. I feel good when our homemak- 
ing class discusses family 
problems which help me under- 
stand my family. 

b. I wish my classmates would 
not talk about their problems 
In class, there Is not any- 
thing we can do aoout tnm. 

9. The student feels he is a. I like to have a chance to 
a part of the group but use my own ideas in carrying 
at the same time feels out as8ignznents. 
he is a distinct indi- b. I think all class members 
vidual. should have exactly the same 

assignment. 

ents' bei.lers 
es 

280 79 '73 21 

49 14 304 86 

311 88 42 12 

115 33 238 67 

lo. The student goes ahead a. I like to have my teacher let 
by himself with learning me do things by myself. 292 83 61 1? 
activities wIth teacher b. I wish the teacher would check 
guidance rather than everything I do to be sure I 
teacher leadership. do not make a mistake. l5 44 198 56 

o 



Table H 

The Emphasis on Teaching Homemaking Students to Think Effectively 

Teacher's Criterion 

11. The student recognizes 
his own needs and prob- 
lema. 

12. The student is able to 
work out new problems 
for himself by using the 
problem solving method. 

13. The student uses a com- 
bination of past experi- 
ence plus new learnings 
to solve prob1ns per- 
taining to self. 

Learning Experiences 

8. I usually know in what areas 
of my homemaking class I need 
more practice. 

b. I never seem to have any prob- 
lems that I need to work on. 

a. I like to plan and do my class 
work with as little help as 
possible. 

b. I never am able to plan or do 
my class work alone to my 
satisfaction. 

a. I like to apply to my real life 
problems what I have already 
learned as well as what I am 
studying. 

b. I usually forget what I have 
learned after I take a test. 

Students! Beliefs 
Yes 
o. % 

326 92 27 8 

39 11 5l4 89 

204 58 149 42 

97 27 256 73 

32? 93 26 7 

117 33 236 67 

I-J 

o 



Table H (oont.) 

Students' Beliefs 
Yes No 

Teaoher's Criterion Learning Experiences No. % No. % 

14. The student develops an a. I think I should be aware of 
swareness to the covert how the homemaking room 
as well ts the overt looks. 324 92 29 8 
things around him. b. I usuelly do not notice how 

my classmates react to my 
ideas. 84 24 269 76 

15. The student hes curi- e. I usually wonder why my cl&ss- 
osity. metes behave as they do. 206 58 147 42 

b. I usually aooept my classmates' 
behevior without question. 191 54 162 46 

16. The student uses crea- a. I like to discover and use new 
tiTe thinking in solving ideas to work out e project. 308 87 45 13 
a problem. b. I do not iiìc to try new 

things, beoause I get confused. 47 13 306 87 

C 
'o 


